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Ultracold atoms
Very pure & highly controllable atomic gases  
Ideal research platform for quantum many-body phenomena
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From Schauss Group, University of Virginia (https://ultracold.phys.virginia.edu/public_html/)
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2. Spatial geometry of gas
3D, 2D, 1D, Lattice, …

1. Quantum statistics & spin degrees of freedom
Bose atom: 7Li, 23Na, 39K,…
Fermi atom: 6Li, 40K,…

Hyperfine states Spin
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complete control of the experimentalist. For example, 
the geometry of the trapping potentials can be changed 
by interfering laser beams under a di! erent angle, thus 
making even more complex lattice con" gurations19, 
such as Kagomé lattices20. # e depth of such optical 
potentials can even be varied dynamically during 
an experimental sequence by simply increasing or 
decreasing the intensity of the laser light, thus turning 
experimental investigations of the time dynamics of 
fundmental phase transitions into a reality.

Each periodic potential formed by a single 
standing wave has the form

Vlat(x) = V0sin2(kLx),

where kL = 2π/λL is the wave vector of the laser 
light used to form the optical standing wave and V0 
represents the lattice potential depth, usually given 
in units of the recoil energy ER = h _ 2kL

2/2m (m being 
the mass of a single neutral atom), which is a natural 
energy scale for neutral atoms in periodic light " elds. 
Note that by choosing to interfere two laser beams 
at an angle less than 180°, one can form periodic 
potentials with a larger period.

# e motion of a single particle in such periodic 
potentials is described in terms of Bloch waves 
with crystal momentum q. However, an additional 
harmonic con" nement arises due to the gaussian 
pro" le of the laser beams (see Fig. 2). Although this 
harmonic con" nement is usually weak (typically 
around 10–200 Hz oscillation frequencies) 
compared with the con" nement of the atoms on 
each lattice site (typically around 10–40 kHz), it 
generally leads to an inhomogeneous environment 
for the trapped atoms. One must be careful, 
therefore, when comparing experimental results 
derived for a homogeneous periodic potential case 
to the ones obtained under the inhomogeneous 
trapping conditions as described.

Owing to the large degree of control over the 
optical lattice parameters, a number of detection 
techniques have become available to directly measure 
the band populations present in the periodic potential. 
A good example of such a measurement technique 
is the mapping of a Bloch state in the nth energy 
band with crystal momentum q onto a free-particle 
momentum in the nth Brillouin zone (see Fig. 3). # is 
can be achieved by adiabatically lowering the lattice 
potential depth, such that the crystal momentum 
of the excitation is preserved during ramp-down. 
# en, the crystal momentum is eventually mapped 
onto a free-particle momentum in the corresponding 
Brillouin zone21,22 (see Fig. 3). For instance, for an 
equal statistical mixture of Bloch states in the lowest 
energy band, one expects a homogeneously " lled 
momentum distribution of the atom cloud within 
the " rst Brillouin zone (a square in momentum space 
with width 2h _ kL). # e atom cloud for such an input 
state should then expand like a square box a$ er the 
adiabatic lowering of the optical lattice potential, 
which has indeed been observed experimently22–24. 
Occupation of higher energy bands becomes visible 
as higher Brillouin zones are populated, and the atom 
cloud expands in a stair-case density distribution a$ er 
adiabatic turn-o! 23 (see Fig. 3e).
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Figure 1 Optical lattice potentials formed by superimposing two or three orthogonal standing waves. 
a, For a 2D optical lattice, the atoms are confi ned to an array of tightly confi ning 1D potential tubes. 
b, In the 3D case, the optical lattice can be approximated by a 3D simple cubic array of tightly 
confi ning harmonic oscillator potentials at each lattice site.
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Figure 2 Optical lattice potentials. a, The standing-wave interference pattern creates a periodic 
potential in which the atoms move by tunnel coupling between the individual wells. b, The gaussian 
beam profi le of the lasers, a residual harmonic trapping potential, leads to a weak harmonic confi nement 
superimposed over the periodic potential. Thus the overall trapping confi guration is inhomogeneous.
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FIG. 1. Triangular-lattice quantum gas microscope. (a) Sketch of triangular lattice and Raman sideband imaging beams and their
alignment relative to the vacuum chamber. The stainless steel octagon chamber is equipped with an outer copper coil pair for the MOT
field and inner coil pair for the Feshbach field. The dipole trap beams propagate in the x-y plane and are approximately aligned with
the axis R1. The triangular lattice is formed by recycling the lattice beam through the recessed top and bottom windows, leaving just
enough space for the objective at the top window. The second and third focus are created by 1:1 imaging systems, which are not shown.
Three orange arrows (T1, T2, and T3) indicate the direction of the three beams which cross at the position of the atoms where the
triangular lattice is formed. The polarization configuration used for imaging in the lattice is illustrated in the bottom middle inset. The
Raman cooling beams (R1 and R2) and the Raman repump beam (RP) are sent through the side windows. (b) Kapitza-Dirac scattering
of 6Li molecular Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) from the triangular lattice. This image is an average of 10 absorption images after
a time-of-flight of 1.5 ms, using about 1% of the maximum lattice laser power and a pulse length of 2 µs. For this picture, we used
polarization angles of 0◦ for lattice beams T1, T2, and T3 to demonstrate a symmetric lattice. (c) Raw site-resolved fluorescence image
of 6Li atoms in the triangular lattice.

angle of 45◦ out of the x-y plane. Their projections onto
x-y plane cross each other at an angle of 120.0(6)◦. The
power for each beam is 42, 40, and 38 W, respectively,
due to losses caused by optics during the recycling. All
three beams have a Gaussian beam waist of approximately
30 µm at the crossing. This leads to a triangular lattice
with a lattice spacing of alatt = 1003 nm. Our configura-
tion for the lattice is compatible with a standard octagon
vacuum chamber but requires very careful consideration
of the objective mount and magnetic field coils which typ-
ically block the optical access exploited here, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. In addition, we have a custom-designed anti-
reflection coating for the vacuum windows to reduce the
reflection at the 45◦ angle of incidence. As the interfer-
ence pattern between the three crossing beams depends
both on the wavevector direction and the polarization of
each beam, these parameters have to be carefully adjusted
for each beam. The angles between the lattice beams are
restricted to about 1◦ by the optical access and we use
half-wave plates to control the polarizations of all lattice
passes. For the following experiments, we adjusted these to

obtain the strongest possible interference pattern in the tri-
angular lattice. We found that the lattice depth is maximal
for incoming linear polarization angles of about 40◦, −40◦,
and 80◦ for lattice beams L1, L2, and L3, respectively, rela-
tive to the vertical polarization closest aligned to the z axis
(Fig. 1). Owing to birefringence in the vacuum windows
and coatings the polarizations may be slightly modified
at the atom position. The asymmetry of the configuration
leads to anisotropic tunneling in the lattice in our current
configuration. We confirmed by explicit calculation that
anisotropic triangular lattice geometries can be adiabati-
cally transformed to a symmetric configuration by varying
the polarization of the three lattice beams. To implement
such a scheme, we plan to add the capability to dynam-
ically switch between the maximum-lattice-depth and an
isotropic-tunneling configuration during the experimental
cycle by upgrading to a motorized wave plate mount in the
future.

To prepare a quasi-two-dimensional Fermi gas in the tri-
angular lattice, we first load the degenerate Fermi gas from
the CDT into the light sheet and evaporate for another

020344-3

Yang et al.(Virginia), PRX 
Quantum (2021)
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3. Interaction between atoms

maximum transfer is reduced and the measured line
shape is wider.

Both of these effects arise from the mean-field energy
due to strong interactions between j9=2;!9=2i and
j9=2;!5=2i atoms at the Feshbach resonance. The
mean-field energy produces a density-dependent fre-
quency shift given by

!! " 2 "h
m

n9#a59 ! a79$; (1)

where m is the atom mass, "h " h=2", n9 is the number
density of atoms in the mf " !9=2 state, and a59 (a79) is
the scattering length for collisions between atoms in the
mf " !9=2 and mf " !5=2 (mf " !7=2) states. Here
we have ignored a nonresonant interaction term propor-
tional to the population difference between the mf "
!7=2 and mf " !5=2 states; this term is 0 for a perfect
" pulse. For our spatially inhomogeneous trapped gas, the
density dependence broadens the line shape and lowers
the maximum transfer on both sides of the Feshbach
resonance peak. In contrast, the frequency shift for maxi-
mum transfer reflects the scattering length and changes
sign across the resonance.

We have measured the mean-field shift !! as a func-
tion of B near the Feshbach resonance peak. The rf
frequency for maximum transfer was obtained from
Lorentzian fits to spectra similar to those shown in
Fig. 2(b). The expected resonance frequency was then
subtracted to yield !!. The scattering length a59 was
obtained using Eq. (1) with n9 " 0:5np and a79 "
174a0 where a0 is the Bohr radius [8]. The peak density
of the trapped mf " !9=2 gas np was obtained from
Gaussian fits to absorption images. The numerical
factor 0.5 multiplying np was determined by modeling
the transfer with a pulse-width limited Lorentzian
integrated over a Gaussian density profile in the two radial
directions.

The measured scattering length as a function of B is
shown in Fig. 3. This plot, which combines data taken for
two different trap strengths and gas densities, shows that
we are able to realize both large positive and large nega-
tive values of a59 near the Feshbach resonance peak. The
solid line in Fig. 3 shows a fit to the expected form for a
Feshbach resonance a " abgf1! %w=#B! Bpk$&g. Data
within '0:5 G of the peak were excluded from the fit.
With abg " 174a0 we find that Bpk " 224:21' 0:05 G
and w " 9:7' 0:6 G.

When B is tuned very close to the Feshbach resonance
peak we expect the measured ja59j to have a maximum
value of (1=kF due to the unitarity limit. Here "hkF is the
Fermi momentum for the mf " !9=2 gas. This satura-
tion can be seen in the data shown in Fig. 3. Two points
that were taken within '0:5 G of the Feshbach resonance
peak, one on either side of the resonance, clearly lie away
from the fit curve. Observation of this saturation demon-
strates that we can access the strongly interacting regime
when a59kF is greater than 1. It is in this regime that

resonance superfluidity is predicted to occur. Using the fit
discussed above, we find that the unitarity-limited point
on the attractive interaction side of the resonance (higher
B) corresponds to a gas that actually has a59kF ) 11.

Anisotropic expansion has been put forth as a possible
signature of superfluidity [23] and has recently been
observed in a 6Li Fermi gas [24]. However, a normal
gas in the hydrodynamic regime, where the collision
rate is large compared to the trap oscillator frequencies,
is expected to exhibit the same anisotropy in expansion
[23,25]. In this case, collisions during the expansion
transfer kinetic energy from the elongated axial cloud
dimension into the radial direction. A large magnitude
scattering length, such as is required for resonance super-
fluidity, enhances the collision rate in the gas and could
cause the normal gas to approach the hydrodynamic
regime.

We have utilized our ability to tune a59 with the mag-
netic-field Feshbach resonance to investigate these ef-
fects. After evaporatively cooling atoms in a 45=55
mixture of the mf " !9=2 and mf " !7=2 spin states,
the optical trap power was recompressed to !r " 1230 Hz
and B was ramped to the desired value near the reso-
nance. We then transferred atoms from the mf " !7=2
state to the mf " !5=2 state with a 29 #s rf " pulse [26].
Expansion was initiated by turning off the optical trap-
ping beam with an acousto-optic modulator 0.3 ms after
the rf pulse. The magnetic field remained high for 5 ms of
expansion and a resonant absorption image was taken
after a total expansion time of 20 ms.

We find that the ratio of the axial and transverse widths
of the expanded cloud, $z=$y, decreases at the peak of
the Feshbach resonance (Fig. 4). This effect depends on
having strong interactions during the expansion; we do
not see any change in $z=$y if the magnetic field, and
consequently the resonant interactions, are switched
off at the same time as the optical trap. The aniso-
tropic expansion is seen on both sides of the peak of the
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FIG. 3. Scattering length versus magnetic field near the
Feshbach resonance peak. The scattering length a59 was ob-
tained from measurements of the mean-field energy taken for
T=TF " 0:4 and two different densities: np " 1:8* 1014 cm!3

(circles) and np " 5:8* 1013 cm!3 (squares). We estimate a
systematic uncertainty in a59 of '50% due to uncertainty in
our measurement of the trapped gas density.
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1. Novel quantum phenomena

Superconductors

2. Quantum computation

3. Analog quantum simulation:  
   cold-atomic systems equivalent/similar to other interesting systems

Neutron superfluid in 
neutron stars

© HENNING DALHOFF/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY
https://www.riken.jp/en/news_pubs/research_news/rr/20200207_2/index.html 

Fermi atoms 
in superfluid phase

Ideal platform to study quantum many-body phenomena

https://www.riken.jp/en/news_pubs/research_news/rr/20200207_2/index.html
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we find spin correlations across the entire disk that alternate in sign 
even up to the largest distance of d =  | d|  =  10, as expected for a state 
with antiferromagnetic long-range order. We determine the tempera-
ture of each sample by comparing the measured nearest-neighbour 
correlator C1 to quantum Monte Carlo predictions at half-filling, which 
gives T/t =  0.25(2) for the lowest temperature (Methods).

As temperature increases, the strength of antiferromagnetic order 
decreases rapidly, until for T/t =  0.64(6) only nearest-neighbour spin 
correlations remain. To quantitatively analyse the spin correlations, we 
plot in Fig. 2b a binned azimuthal average of the sign-corrected spin 
correlator (− 1)iCd as a function of distance d (Methods). For large  
distances (d >  2 sites), the measured correlation functions exhibit an 
exponential scaling with distance, verified by fitting N0exp(− d/ξ) to 
each dataset, with the correlation length ξ and N0 as free parameters (but 
keeping N0 the same across all fits). For our two-dimensional system,  
quantum fluctuations lead to an increase in spin correlations at short 
distances (d ≤  2) above the exponential dependence, most prominently 
visible in the nearest-neighbour correlator26. In Fig. 2d we show the 
experimentally determined correlation length as a function of temper-
ature, which increases markedly at temperatures around T/t =  0.4. For 
the lowest temperature, we find a correlation length of ξ =  8.3(9) sites, 
which is approximately equal to the system size of 10 sites, as expected 
for long-range order.

The long-wavelength and low-temperature behaviour of our system 
is expected to be well described by the quantum nonlinear σ model27, 
which contains three fundamental ground-state parameters: the sub-
lattice magnetization M, the spin stiffness constant ρs and the spin-
wave velocity c. The spin stiffness quantifies the rigidity of an ordered 
spin system upon twisting, and has been calculated to be ρs/t ≈  0.13 for 

U/t =  7, slightly below the Heisenberg model value28. Because the tem-
peratures and correlation lengths are independently determined in our 
experiment, we can obtain an experimental value of ρs directly by fitting 
the dependence in equation (2) to the data. The data show excellent 
agreement with the predicted exponential scaling of ξ with T−1 from 
equation (2). From the fit we determine ρs/t =  0.16(1), which is larger 
than the calculated value, possibly owing to finite-size effects (Methods).

Antiferromagnetic long-range order in solid-state systems is typi-
cally detected by neutron scattering or magnetic X-ray scattering. These 
methods measure the spin structure factor at wavevector q =  (qx, qy) 
and along the z direction, given by

∑= 〈 〉 


⋅ − 


Ω∈

q q r sS
N S

S S i( ) 1 1 ˆ ˆ exp ( )
r s

r s
z

N z z

,
2

In a square lattice, antiferromagnetic long-range order manifests as a 
peak in the structure factor at qAFM =  (π /a, π /a), the amplitude of which 
is directly related to the staggered magnetization: = /qm S N( )z z

AFM . 
For cold atom systems, the spin structure factor can be measured from 
noise correlations or Bragg scattering of light14. The site-resolved detection  
in our experiment enables a direct measurement of the spin structure 
factor, which is obtained from averaging the squared Fourier transfor-
mation of individual single-spin images (Methods). The same result is 
obtained when summing over all contributions of the spin correlation 
function (Extended Data Fig. 3).

For the lowest temperature, we observe a sharp peak in the structure 
factor at q =  qAFM, which confirms the presence of antiferromagnetic 
long-range order (Fig. 2c). For increasing temperatures, the amplitude 
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Figure 1 | Probing antiferromagnetism in the Hubbard model with a 
quantum gas microscope. a, Schematic of the two-dimensional Hubbard 
phase diagram, including predicted phases. We explore the trajectories 
traced by the red arrows for a Hubbard model with U/t =  7.2(2). The 
strongest antiferromagnetic order is observed at the starred point.  
b, Experimental set-up. We trap 6Li atoms in a two-dimensional square 
optical lattice. We use the combined potential of the optical lattice and 
the anticonfinement that is generated by the digital micromirror device 
(DMD) to trap the atoms in a central sample Ω of homogeneous density, 

surrounded by a dilute reservoir, as shown in the plot. The system is 
imaged with 671-nm light along the same beam path as the projected  
650-nm potential, and separated from it by a dichroic mirror. c, Exemplary 
raw (left) and processed (right) images of the atomic distribution of single 
experimental realizations, with both spin components present (upper; 
corresponding to the starred point in a) and with one spin component 
removed (lower). The observed chequerboard pattern in the spin-removed 
images indicates the presence of an antiferromagnet.
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Heisenberg 
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at lower initial T=TF with increasing !B, an effect pre-
dicted in [4–7].

An essential aspect of these measurements is the fast
magnetic-field sweep that pairwise projects the fermionic
atoms onto molecules. It is a potential concern that the
condensation might occur during this sweep rather than
at Bhold. However, in our previous work it was shown that
a magnetic-field sweep with an inverse speed less than
800 !s=G was too fast to produce a molecular condensate

when starting with a Fermi gas 0.68 G on the BCS side of
the resonance [16]. Thus, the inverse sweep speed we use
in this Letter of typically 50 !s=G, while sufficiently
slow to convert 60% of the sample to weakly bound
molecules [11], is much too fast to produce a molecular
condensate.

In addition, we have checked that the observation of a
condensate on the BCS side of the resonance does not
depend on this sweep speed. As seen in Fig. 5(a), much
faster sweeps result in fewer molecules. This is consistent
with our previous study of the molecule creation process
[11]. However, we find that the measured condensate
fraction is independent of the sweep rate [Fig. 5(b)].
Even with the lower number of molecules, and therefore
a lower phase space density of the molecular gas, we
observe an essentially unchanged condensate fraction.

Finally, we note that, as in our previous measurements
performed in the BEC limit, the measured condensate
fraction always remains well below one [16]. As part of
our probing procedure the magnetic field is set well below
the Feshbach resonance where the molecule lifetime is
only on the order of milliseconds [15,40]. This results in a
measured loss of 50% of the molecules and may also
reduce the measured condensate fraction.

In conclusion, we have introduced a method for prob-
ing the momentum distribution of fermionic atom pairs
and employed this technique to observe fermionic con-
densates near a Feshbach resonance. By projecting the
system onto a molecular gas, we map out condensation of

FIG. 3 (color online). Time of flight images showing the
fermionic condensate. The images, taken after the projection
of the fermionic system onto a molecular gas, are shown for
!B ! 0:12, 0.25, and 0.55 G (left to right) on the BCS side of
the resonance. The original atom cloud starts at T=TF ! 0:07,
and the resulting fitted condensate fractions are N0=N ! 0:10,
0:05, and 0:01 (left to right). Each image corresponds to N !
100 000 particles and is an average over 10 cycles of the
experiment.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Transition to condensation as a func-
tion of both !B and T=TF. The data for this phase diagram
were collected with the same procedure as shown in the inset in
Fig. 2 with thold " 2 ms. The area between the dashed lines
around !B ! 0 reflects the uncertainty in the Feshbach reso-
nance location from the width of the feature in Fig. 1. The
surface and contour plots are obtained using a Renka-Cline
interpolation of approximately 200 distinct data points (#)
[36]. One measure of when the gas becomes strongly interacting
is the criterion jkFaj > 1, where "hkF is the Fermi momentum
[20,21,37,38]. For these data, j!Bj< 0:6 corresponds to
jkFaj > 1.
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FIG. 2. Measured condensate fraction as a function of detun-
ing from the Feshbach resonance !B ! Bhold $ B0. Data here
were taken for thold ! 2 ms (!) and thold ! 30 ms (4) with an
initial cloud at T=TF ! 0:08 and TF ! 0:35 !K. The area be-
tween the dashed lines around !B ! 0 reflects the uncertainty
in the Feshbach resonance position based on the 10%–90%
width of the feature in Fig. 1. Condensation of fermionic atom
pairs is seen near and on either side of the Feshbach resonance.
Comparison of the data taken with the different hold times
indicates that the pair condensed state has a significantly longer
lifetime near the Feshbach resonance and on the BCS (!B > 0)
side. The inset shows a schematic of a typical magnetic-field
sweep used to measure the fermionic condensate fraction. The
system is first prepared by a slow magnetic-field sweep towards
the resonance (dotted line) to a variable position Bhold, indi-
cated by the two-sided arrow. After a time thold the optical trap
is turned off and the magnetic field is quickly lowered by
"10 G to project the atom gas onto a molecular gas. After
free expansion, the molecules are imaged on the BEC side of
the resonance (#).
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order of one second, which is an extremely long time compared to the
trapping period (44ms). The underlying explanation for spin current
reversal and the slow relaxation can be found in the extremely short
mean free path and the high collision rate between opposite-spin
atoms at unitarity. According to the above estimate, the spin diffusivity
is approximately B/m, which for 6Li is (100mm)2 s21. The atom clouds
in the experiment have a length of the order of 100mm, and it takes
them of the order of a second to diffuse through each other. So we are
indeed observing quantum-limited spin diffusion. The initial bounces
will occur when themean free path of a spin-up atom in the spin-down
cloud is smaller than the spin-down cloud size, that is, when the
mixture is hydrodynamic. Instead of quickly diffusing into the spin-
down region, it is then more likely that the spin-up atom is scattered
back into the spin-up region, where it can propagate ballistically.
After long evolution times, the oscillations shown in Fig. 1 have been

damped out, and the displacement between the centres of mass is
much smaller than the widths of the clouds. The relaxation dynamics
can then be described by linear response theory, giving access to the
spin transport coefficients. The spin drag coefficient Csd is defined as
the rate of momentum transfer between opposite-spin atoms12,14, and
is therefore related to the collision rate. From the Boltzmann transport
equation, the relaxation of the displacement d near equilibrium follows
the differential equation22

C sd
_dzv2

zd~0

in the case of strongly overdamped motion realized here. Fitting an
exponential with decay time t to the displacement gives the spin drag
coefficient of the trapped systemasC sd~v2

zt. In thedeeply degenerate
regime, the relationship between the measured and the microscopic
spin drag coefficient might be affected by a weak enhancement of the
effective mass23 and the attractive interaction energy between the
clouds10,22,24.
The spindrag coefficient is found tobegreatest on resonance, and thus

spin conduction is slowest on resonance (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). On resonance, Csd in a homogeneous system must be given by a
function of the reduced temperature T/TF times the Fermi rate EF/B. At
high temperatures, we expect the spin drag coefficient to obey a universal
scaling C sd!nsv! EF

B T=TFð Þ{1=2. In Fig. 2 we show the spin drag
coefficient as a function of T/TF; Csd is normalized by EF/B, where EF
and TF are the local values at the centre of total mass. We observe T21/2

scaling for T/TF. 2, finding C sd~0:16 1ð Þ EFB T=TFð Þ{1=2. At lower
temperatures, we observe a crossover from classical to non-classical
behaviour as the spin drag coefficient reaches a maximum of approxi-
mately 0.1EF/B near the Fermi temperature.We interpret this saturation
of the spin drag coefficient as a consequence of Fermi statistics and
unitarity4,5, as s and v approach values determined by the Fermi wave-
vector kF. The spin drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the spin
conductivity, which describes the spin current response to an external
spin-dependent force. Near the Fermi temperature, the maximum spin
drag coefficient corresponds to a minimum spin conductivity of the
order of kF/B. This is the slowest spin conduction possible in three
dimensions in the absence of localization.
At low temperatures, the spin drag coefficient decreases with

decreasing temperature. Reduced spin drag at low temperatures is
expected in Fermi liquids owing to Pauli blocking11,18,22,24,25, and is also
expected in one-dimensional Fermi gases26. In the case of collective
density (rather than spin) excitations, it was shown that pairing cor-
relations enhance the effective collision rate dramatically as the tem-
perature is lowered6. The effect of pairing on the spin drag coefficient
maybe qualitatively different. In a simple picture, spin currents require
the flow of unpaired atoms, whereas collective density excitations
affect paired and unpaired atoms alike.
Comparing the relaxation rate to the gradient in spin density allows

us to also measure the spin diffusivityDs. At the centre of the trap, the
spin current density Js is given by the spin diffusion equation27
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Figure 1 | Observation of spin current reversal in a resonant collision
between two oppositely spin-polarized clouds of fermions. a, b, Total
column density (a) and the difference in column densities (b: red, spin up; blue,
spin down) during the first 20ms after the collision. The central column
densities here are typically 73 109 cm22. Strong repulsion is observed that
leads to a high-density interface. c, The centre of mass separation initially
oscillates at 1.63(2) times the axial trap frequency of 22.8Hz (see
Supplementary Information) before decaying exponentially at later times. The
initial atom number per spin state is 1.23 106, and the temperature 200ms
after the collision and later is 0.5TF, withTF the Fermi temperature at the centre
of each cloud.d, The trapping potentialV is harmonic along the symmetry axis.
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Figure 2 | Spin drag coefficient of a trapped Fermi gas with resonant
interactions. The spin drag coefficientCsd is normalized by the Fermi rateEF/B
at the trap centre, whereas the temperature is normalized by TF5EF/kB. We
find agreement between measurements taken at three different axial trapping
frequencies, 22.8Hz (red circles), 37.5Hz (blue triangles) and 11.2Hz (black
squares). The data for T/TF. 2 fit to a T21/2 law (solid line). Dashed line, a
power law fit for T/TF, 0.5 to show the trend. Each point is a mean from
typically three determinations ofCsd, each obtained from a time series of about
30 experimental runs and weighted according to the standard deviation from
fitting error and shot to shot fluctuations. Error bars, 61s.e.
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2. Spin impurity on lattice1. Spin diffusion w/o lattice

↑

↓

Sommer et al.,(MIT) Nature (2011) Fukuhara et al.,(MPI) Nat. Phys. (2013)

Ideal experimental grounds to study spin dynamics 
Spin-resolved manipulation & detection
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Figure 4 | Spin dynamics across the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition. a–c, Spin impurity dynamics in the superfluid regime (J/U=0.32) close to
the critical point [(J/U)c ≈0.3] for different hold times. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the impurity spins after removing the other spin
component (positive image). The 1D chains containing more than one atom were excluded from the data analysis. The white vertical stripe highlights the
initial position of the flipped spin. The lower panels show the position distribution averaged over about 300 chains (blue bars) together with a t-DMRG
simulation at T=0.11U/kB (red line). The error bars denote the 1 σ statistical uncertainty. d, Measured velocities of the spin impurity for different values of
J/U extracted from negative (green circles) and positive images (blue circles); horizontal and vertical error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the lattice
depth and the combination of fit error and uncertainties of J, respectively. The dark grey line shows scaling with 4J2/U, whereas the brown line indicates
the propagation velocity of a single free particle (J/U=∞). The grey shaded region shows results from a t-DMRG simulation at T=0 taking into account
varying initial atom numbers. The area denotes the 1σ fit error to the simulated distributions.

of 0.5ms (Fig. 5b). The difference in the bath distributions with
and without the impurity is still visible. It matches the probability
distribution of the impurity after the same evolution time (Fig. 5c),
which shows that the impurity leaves an imprint in the bath density,
thus supporting the picture of polaronic dynamics. Moreover, both
impurity and bath distributions agree with our DMRG simulations
(Fig. 5a–c). Measurements for different evolution times yielded
similar results (see Supplementary Information).

To illustrate how correlations between the impurity and
bath atoms develop around the impurity as it starts to prop-
agate, we calculated the time evolution of the correlator
C↓↑(j)=

∑
kN↓↑(k,k+ j) from the simulations (Fig. 5d). Here

N↓↑(j,k)= 〈n̂↓,j n̂↑,k〉−〈n̂↓,j〉〈n̂↑,k〉 is the density–density correlator
between the impurity and the bath, and j,k denote the lattice sites.
As the impurity and the bath deformation propagate together,
we expect an anti-correlation of ↑ and ↓ atoms (N↓↑(j,k) < 0
around the impurity position). Before releasing the impurity, no

correlation exists (t = −1ms in Fig. 5d), because the impurity is
pinned at the centre site and its distribution is independent of the
bath distribution. As the impurity starts moving, it continues to
displace bath atoms owing to the repulsive interaction, resulting
in the build-up of an anti-correlation around the impurity
position. An experimental observation of such correlations requires
simultaneous imaging of both impurity and bath atoms with
single-site resolution, which is a major challenge for future work.
However, our observed opposite imprint of the average impurity
density on the average bath density strongly supports the picture of
a single moving polaron. Further discussion on the time evolution
of the correlator N↓↑(j,k) and the correlation hole24 can be found
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusion
We have observed the dynamics of a deterministically cre-
ated spin impurity in a 1D lattice across the superfluid–Mott-
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Figure 4 | Spin dynamics across the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition. a–c, Spin impurity dynamics in the superfluid regime (J/U=0.32) close to
the critical point [(J/U)c ≈0.3] for different hold times. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the impurity spins after removing the other spin
component (positive image). The 1D chains containing more than one atom were excluded from the data analysis. The white vertical stripe highlights the
initial position of the flipped spin. The lower panels show the position distribution averaged over about 300 chains (blue bars) together with a t-DMRG
simulation at T=0.11U/kB (red line). The error bars denote the 1 σ statistical uncertainty. d, Measured velocities of the spin impurity for different values of
J/U extracted from negative (green circles) and positive images (blue circles); horizontal and vertical error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the lattice
depth and the combination of fit error and uncertainties of J, respectively. The dark grey line shows scaling with 4J2/U, whereas the brown line indicates
the propagation velocity of a single free particle (J/U=∞). The grey shaded region shows results from a t-DMRG simulation at T=0 taking into account
varying initial atom numbers. The area denotes the 1σ fit error to the simulated distributions.

of 0.5ms (Fig. 5b). The difference in the bath distributions with
and without the impurity is still visible. It matches the probability
distribution of the impurity after the same evolution time (Fig. 5c),
which shows that the impurity leaves an imprint in the bath density,
thus supporting the picture of polaronic dynamics. Moreover, both
impurity and bath distributions agree with our DMRG simulations
(Fig. 5a–c). Measurements for different evolution times yielded
similar results (see Supplementary Information).

To illustrate how correlations between the impurity and
bath atoms develop around the impurity as it starts to prop-
agate, we calculated the time evolution of the correlator
C↓↑(j)=

∑
kN↓↑(k,k+ j) from the simulations (Fig. 5d). Here

N↓↑(j,k)= 〈n̂↓,j n̂↑,k〉−〈n̂↓,j〉〈n̂↑,k〉 is the density–density correlator
between the impurity and the bath, and j,k denote the lattice sites.
As the impurity and the bath deformation propagate together,
we expect an anti-correlation of ↑ and ↓ atoms (N↓↑(j,k) < 0
around the impurity position). Before releasing the impurity, no

correlation exists (t = −1ms in Fig. 5d), because the impurity is
pinned at the centre site and its distribution is independent of the
bath distribution. As the impurity starts moving, it continues to
displace bath atoms owing to the repulsive interaction, resulting
in the build-up of an anti-correlation around the impurity
position. An experimental observation of such correlations requires
simultaneous imaging of both impurity and bath atoms with
single-site resolution, which is a major challenge for future work.
However, our observed opposite imprint of the average impurity
density on the average bath density strongly supports the picture of
a single moving polaron. Further discussion on the time evolution
of the correlator N↓↑(j,k) and the correlation hole24 can be found
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusion
We have observed the dynamics of a deterministically cre-
ated spin impurity in a 1D lattice across the superfluid–Mott-
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order of one second, which is an extremely long time compared to the
trapping period (44ms). The underlying explanation for spin current
reversal and the slow relaxation can be found in the extremely short
mean free path and the high collision rate between opposite-spin
atoms at unitarity. According to the above estimate, the spin diffusivity
is approximately B/m, which for 6Li is (100mm)2 s21. The atom clouds
in the experiment have a length of the order of 100mm, and it takes
them of the order of a second to diffuse through each other. So we are
indeed observing quantum-limited spin diffusion. The initial bounces
will occur when themean free path of a spin-up atom in the spin-down
cloud is smaller than the spin-down cloud size, that is, when the
mixture is hydrodynamic. Instead of quickly diffusing into the spin-
down region, it is then more likely that the spin-up atom is scattered
back into the spin-up region, where it can propagate ballistically.
After long evolution times, the oscillations shown in Fig. 1 have been

damped out, and the displacement between the centres of mass is
much smaller than the widths of the clouds. The relaxation dynamics
can then be described by linear response theory, giving access to the
spin transport coefficients. The spin drag coefficient Csd is defined as
the rate of momentum transfer between opposite-spin atoms12,14, and
is therefore related to the collision rate. From the Boltzmann transport
equation, the relaxation of the displacement d near equilibrium follows
the differential equation22

C sd
_dzv2

zd~0

in the case of strongly overdamped motion realized here. Fitting an
exponential with decay time t to the displacement gives the spin drag
coefficient of the trapped systemasC sd~v2

zt. In thedeeply degenerate
regime, the relationship between the measured and the microscopic
spin drag coefficient might be affected by a weak enhancement of the
effective mass23 and the attractive interaction energy between the
clouds10,22,24.
The spindrag coefficient is found tobegreatest on resonance, and thus

spin conduction is slowest on resonance (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). On resonance, Csd in a homogeneous system must be given by a
function of the reduced temperature T/TF times the Fermi rate EF/B. At
high temperatures, we expect the spin drag coefficient to obey a universal
scaling C sd!nsv! EF

B T=TFð Þ{1=2. In Fig. 2 we show the spin drag
coefficient as a function of T/TF; Csd is normalized by EF/B, where EF
and TF are the local values at the centre of total mass. We observe T21/2

scaling for T/TF. 2, finding C sd~0:16 1ð Þ EFB T=TFð Þ{1=2. At lower
temperatures, we observe a crossover from classical to non-classical
behaviour as the spin drag coefficient reaches a maximum of approxi-
mately 0.1EF/B near the Fermi temperature.We interpret this saturation
of the spin drag coefficient as a consequence of Fermi statistics and
unitarity4,5, as s and v approach values determined by the Fermi wave-
vector kF. The spin drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the spin
conductivity, which describes the spin current response to an external
spin-dependent force. Near the Fermi temperature, the maximum spin
drag coefficient corresponds to a minimum spin conductivity of the
order of kF/B. This is the slowest spin conduction possible in three
dimensions in the absence of localization.
At low temperatures, the spin drag coefficient decreases with

decreasing temperature. Reduced spin drag at low temperatures is
expected in Fermi liquids owing to Pauli blocking11,18,22,24,25, and is also
expected in one-dimensional Fermi gases26. In the case of collective
density (rather than spin) excitations, it was shown that pairing cor-
relations enhance the effective collision rate dramatically as the tem-
perature is lowered6. The effect of pairing on the spin drag coefficient
maybe qualitatively different. In a simple picture, spin currents require
the flow of unpaired atoms, whereas collective density excitations
affect paired and unpaired atoms alike.
Comparing the relaxation rate to the gradient in spin density allows

us to also measure the spin diffusivityDs. At the centre of the trap, the
spin current density Js is given by the spin diffusion equation27
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Figure 1 | Observation of spin current reversal in a resonant collision
between two oppositely spin-polarized clouds of fermions. a, b, Total
column density (a) and the difference in column densities (b: red, spin up; blue,
spin down) during the first 20ms after the collision. The central column
densities here are typically 73 109 cm22. Strong repulsion is observed that
leads to a high-density interface. c, The centre of mass separation initially
oscillates at 1.63(2) times the axial trap frequency of 22.8Hz (see
Supplementary Information) before decaying exponentially at later times. The
initial atom number per spin state is 1.23 106, and the temperature 200ms
after the collision and later is 0.5TF, withTF the Fermi temperature at the centre
of each cloud.d, The trapping potentialV is harmonic along the symmetry axis.
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Figure 2 | Spin drag coefficient of a trapped Fermi gas with resonant
interactions. The spin drag coefficientCsd is normalized by the Fermi rateEF/B
at the trap centre, whereas the temperature is normalized by TF5EF/kB. We
find agreement between measurements taken at three different axial trapping
frequencies, 22.8Hz (red circles), 37.5Hz (blue triangles) and 11.2Hz (black
squares). The data for T/TF. 2 fit to a T21/2 law (solid line). Dashed line, a
power law fit for T/TF, 0.5 to show the trend. Each point is a mean from
typically three determinations ofCsd, each obtained from a time series of about
30 experimental runs and weighted according to the standard deviation from
fitting error and shot to shot fluctuations. Error bars, 61s.e.
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Figure 4 | Spin dynamics across the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition. a–c, Spin impurity dynamics in the superfluid regime (J/U=0.32) close to
the critical point [(J/U)c ≈0.3] for different hold times. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the impurity spins after removing the other spin
component (positive image). The 1D chains containing more than one atom were excluded from the data analysis. The white vertical stripe highlights the
initial position of the flipped spin. The lower panels show the position distribution averaged over about 300 chains (blue bars) together with a t-DMRG
simulation at T=0.11U/kB (red line). The error bars denote the 1 σ statistical uncertainty. d, Measured velocities of the spin impurity for different values of
J/U extracted from negative (green circles) and positive images (blue circles); horizontal and vertical error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the lattice
depth and the combination of fit error and uncertainties of J, respectively. The dark grey line shows scaling with 4J2/U, whereas the brown line indicates
the propagation velocity of a single free particle (J/U=∞). The grey shaded region shows results from a t-DMRG simulation at T=0 taking into account
varying initial atom numbers. The area denotes the 1σ fit error to the simulated distributions.

of 0.5ms (Fig. 5b). The difference in the bath distributions with
and without the impurity is still visible. It matches the probability
distribution of the impurity after the same evolution time (Fig. 5c),
which shows that the impurity leaves an imprint in the bath density,
thus supporting the picture of polaronic dynamics. Moreover, both
impurity and bath distributions agree with our DMRG simulations
(Fig. 5a–c). Measurements for different evolution times yielded
similar results (see Supplementary Information).

To illustrate how correlations between the impurity and
bath atoms develop around the impurity as it starts to prop-
agate, we calculated the time evolution of the correlator
C↓↑(j)=

∑
kN↓↑(k,k+ j) from the simulations (Fig. 5d). Here

N↓↑(j,k)= 〈n̂↓,j n̂↑,k〉−〈n̂↓,j〉〈n̂↑,k〉 is the density–density correlator
between the impurity and the bath, and j,k denote the lattice sites.
As the impurity and the bath deformation propagate together,
we expect an anti-correlation of ↑ and ↓ atoms (N↓↑(j,k) < 0
around the impurity position). Before releasing the impurity, no

correlation exists (t = −1ms in Fig. 5d), because the impurity is
pinned at the centre site and its distribution is independent of the
bath distribution. As the impurity starts moving, it continues to
displace bath atoms owing to the repulsive interaction, resulting
in the build-up of an anti-correlation around the impurity
position. An experimental observation of such correlations requires
simultaneous imaging of both impurity and bath atoms with
single-site resolution, which is a major challenge for future work.
However, our observed opposite imprint of the average impurity
density on the average bath density strongly supports the picture of
a single moving polaron. Further discussion on the time evolution
of the correlator N↓↑(j,k) and the correlation hole24 can be found
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusion
We have observed the dynamics of a deterministically cre-
ated spin impurity in a 1D lattice across the superfluid–Mott-
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Figure 4 | Spin dynamics across the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition. a–c, Spin impurity dynamics in the superfluid regime (J/U=0.32) close to
the critical point [(J/U)c ≈0.3] for different hold times. The upper panels show fluorescence images of the impurity spins after removing the other spin
component (positive image). The 1D chains containing more than one atom were excluded from the data analysis. The white vertical stripe highlights the
initial position of the flipped spin. The lower panels show the position distribution averaged over about 300 chains (blue bars) together with a t-DMRG
simulation at T=0.11U/kB (red line). The error bars denote the 1 σ statistical uncertainty. d, Measured velocities of the spin impurity for different values of
J/U extracted from negative (green circles) and positive images (blue circles); horizontal and vertical error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainties of the lattice
depth and the combination of fit error and uncertainties of J, respectively. The dark grey line shows scaling with 4J2/U, whereas the brown line indicates
the propagation velocity of a single free particle (J/U=∞). The grey shaded region shows results from a t-DMRG simulation at T=0 taking into account
varying initial atom numbers. The area denotes the 1σ fit error to the simulated distributions.

of 0.5ms (Fig. 5b). The difference in the bath distributions with
and without the impurity is still visible. It matches the probability
distribution of the impurity after the same evolution time (Fig. 5c),
which shows that the impurity leaves an imprint in the bath density,
thus supporting the picture of polaronic dynamics. Moreover, both
impurity and bath distributions agree with our DMRG simulations
(Fig. 5a–c). Measurements for different evolution times yielded
similar results (see Supplementary Information).

To illustrate how correlations between the impurity and
bath atoms develop around the impurity as it starts to prop-
agate, we calculated the time evolution of the correlator
C↓↑(j)=

∑
kN↓↑(k,k+ j) from the simulations (Fig. 5d). Here

N↓↑(j,k)= 〈n̂↓,j n̂↑,k〉−〈n̂↓,j〉〈n̂↑,k〉 is the density–density correlator
between the impurity and the bath, and j,k denote the lattice sites.
As the impurity and the bath deformation propagate together,
we expect an anti-correlation of ↑ and ↓ atoms (N↓↑(j,k) < 0
around the impurity position). Before releasing the impurity, no

correlation exists (t = −1ms in Fig. 5d), because the impurity is
pinned at the centre site and its distribution is independent of the
bath distribution. As the impurity starts moving, it continues to
displace bath atoms owing to the repulsive interaction, resulting
in the build-up of an anti-correlation around the impurity
position. An experimental observation of such correlations requires
simultaneous imaging of both impurity and bath atoms with
single-site resolution, which is a major challenge for future work.
However, our observed opposite imprint of the average impurity
density on the average bath density strongly supports the picture of
a single moving polaron. Further discussion on the time evolution
of the correlator N↓↑(j,k) and the correlation hole24 can be found
in the Supplementary Information.

Conclusion
We have observed the dynamics of a deterministically cre-
ated spin impurity in a 1D lattice across the superfluid–Mott-
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1. Elusive in solid-state systems 
2. Powerful probe for quantum many-body states  

BCS-BEC crossover, Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid(TLL), Spinor BEC,… 

3. Widely applicable probe for clean systems
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Measurable in cold-atom experiments 

Significance of



2. Optical conductivity for solids 12/29

Powerful probe for exotic electron systems 
Superconductor, Pseudogap phase, Non-Fermi liquid, Dirac fermions, …

Optical spin conductivity would also be a useful probe 
for nontrivial spin dynamics
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FIG. 1. The reflectance of YBaqCu306. yo along the c axis
from -25 to 300 cm, above and below T, (63 K). At room
temperature (solid line), the reflectance displays a metallic
response; just above T, the weak upturn in the reflectance
indicates an unusual type of metallic behavior, but the mate-
rial is not an insulator (oq, g 0). Below T„the condensation
of the carriers into a zero-f'requency mode is clearly shown by
the plasma edge in the reflectance.

decreased.
We treat the phonons as a separate channel of conduc-

tivity and subtract their contribution from the spectrum.
This is done by a least-squares fit by a Lorentzian profile
(except for the two high-frequency lines where an asym-
metric Fano-like [21] line shape was used), and the broad
phonon centered at 450 cm which we have not been
able to subtract out in an unambiguous way. The total
spectral weight from 250 to 650 cm i does not change
much with temperature despite the dramatic changes to
the phonons. Figure 2(b) shows the conductivity with all
the phonon lines except the one at 450 cm removed.
The spectrum of the oxygen-reduced sample is domi-

nated by a pseudogap extending from 30 cm, our low-
est measured frequency, to 200 cm at low temperature.
The inset in the diagram is the magnitude of the normal-
ized conductivity in the flat gap region as a function of
temperature plotted as open circles.
Added to the finite-frequency conductivity is the delta

function response of the superconducting condensate at
zero frequency. The area under this singularity can be
found in two ways: by plotting e~ as a function of u2,
[17] or by using a sum rule for the conductivity [22]. The
two methods yield the same spectral weight indicated by
the shaded area in Fig. 2(b). Expressed as a plasma fre-
quency through jo(u)eke = uz/8, the spectral weight
is 305 cm (Al, = 5.2 pm). Above the superconducting
transition, as the pseudogap deepens, the spectral weight
between 50 and 800 cm is decreasing in a roughly linear
fashion without a break at T,. In the superconducting

5
40 g~.0 ~2,
0 1 I I I ]

200 400
FREQUENCY (cm

100 200
T(K)
l I I

600 800

state, the spectral weight is transferred to the delta func-
tion, in contrast to above T„where it appears to go to
higher-frequency regions of the spectrum.
The behavior of the fully doped sample with the

phonons subtracted is shown in I ig. 3. The major change
in the phonon structure in the fully doped sample com-
pared to the 2: = 0.70 sample is that the doublet centered
at =600 cm is replaced by a single, more symmetric
peak at 567 cm . The electronic continuum in the fully
doped sample shows no evidence of a pseudogap in the
normal state above the limit of our data at 100 cm
The conductivity is flat at room temperature and in-
creases slightly as the temperature is lowered, consistent
with the dc conductivity which also increases as the tem-
perature is lowered. There is a slight downturn of dc
conductivity just before the superconducting transition
in our sample.
In the superconducting state, in the fully oxygenated

sample, a gaplike depression of conductivity develops as
the temperature is lowered, However, both the frequency
and temperature dependence differ from BCS dirty-limit
behavior. There is no evidence for a true gap in the
conductivity at low frequency. The 10 K conductivity

FIG. 2. The optical conductivity of YBa2Cu306. 7p
along the c axis from -25 to 800 cm ' obtained by a
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance with (a) the
phonons at 150, 192, 286, 317, 557, and 630 cm present and
(b) subtracted to yield the electronic background. Note that
the formation of a pseudogap is clearly visible well above T
(63 K). The shaded area represents the spectral weight of the
condensate (305 cm ) for T « T,. Inset: The conductivity
at 50 cm ' normalized with respect to the room tempera-
ture conductivity (open circles), compared to the normalized
Knight shift for Cu(2) (solid line) in YBa2Cu306 63 (after Ref.
[2])
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FIG. 1. The reflectance of YBaqCu306. yo along the c axis
from -25 to 300 cm, above and below T, (63 K). At room
temperature (solid line), the reflectance displays a metallic
response; just above T, the weak upturn in the reflectance
indicates an unusual type of metallic behavior, but the mate-
rial is not an insulator (oq, g 0). Below T„the condensation
of the carriers into a zero-f'requency mode is clearly shown by
the plasma edge in the reflectance.

decreased.
We treat the phonons as a separate channel of conduc-

tivity and subtract their contribution from the spectrum.
This is done by a least-squares fit by a Lorentzian profile
(except for the two high-frequency lines where an asym-
metric Fano-like [21] line shape was used), and the broad
phonon centered at 450 cm which we have not been
able to subtract out in an unambiguous way. The total
spectral weight from 250 to 650 cm i does not change
much with temperature despite the dramatic changes to
the phonons. Figure 2(b) shows the conductivity with all
the phonon lines except the one at 450 cm removed.
The spectrum of the oxygen-reduced sample is domi-

nated by a pseudogap extending from 30 cm, our low-
est measured frequency, to 200 cm at low temperature.
The inset in the diagram is the magnitude of the normal-
ized conductivity in the flat gap region as a function of
temperature plotted as open circles.
Added to the finite-frequency conductivity is the delta

function response of the superconducting condensate at
zero frequency. The area under this singularity can be
found in two ways: by plotting e~ as a function of u2,
[17] or by using a sum rule for the conductivity [22]. The
two methods yield the same spectral weight indicated by
the shaded area in Fig. 2(b). Expressed as a plasma fre-
quency through jo(u)eke = uz/8, the spectral weight
is 305 cm (Al, = 5.2 pm). Above the superconducting
transition, as the pseudogap deepens, the spectral weight
between 50 and 800 cm is decreasing in a roughly linear
fashion without a break at T,. In the superconducting
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state, the spectral weight is transferred to the delta func-
tion, in contrast to above T„where it appears to go to
higher-frequency regions of the spectrum.
The behavior of the fully doped sample with the

phonons subtracted is shown in I ig. 3. The major change
in the phonon structure in the fully doped sample com-
pared to the 2: = 0.70 sample is that the doublet centered
at =600 cm is replaced by a single, more symmetric
peak at 567 cm . The electronic continuum in the fully
doped sample shows no evidence of a pseudogap in the
normal state above the limit of our data at 100 cm
The conductivity is flat at room temperature and in-
creases slightly as the temperature is lowered, consistent
with the dc conductivity which also increases as the tem-
perature is lowered. There is a slight downturn of dc
conductivity just before the superconducting transition
in our sample.
In the superconducting state, in the fully oxygenated

sample, a gaplike depression of conductivity develops as
the temperature is lowered, However, both the frequency
and temperature dependence differ from BCS dirty-limit
behavior. There is no evidence for a true gap in the
conductivity at low frequency. The 10 K conductivity

FIG. 2. The optical conductivity of YBa2Cu306. 7p
along the c axis from -25 to 800 cm ' obtained by a
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance with (a) the
phonons at 150, 192, 286, 317, 557, and 630 cm present and
(b) subtracted to yield the electronic background. Note that
the formation of a pseudogap is clearly visible well above T
(63 K). The shaded area represents the spectral weight of the
condensate (305 cm ) for T « T,. Inset: The conductivity
at 50 cm ' normalized with respect to the room tempera-
ture conductivity (open circles), compared to the normalized
Knight shift for Cu(2) (solid line) in YBa2Cu306 63 (after Ref.
[2])
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FIG. 1. The reflectance of YBaqCu306. yo along the c axis
from -25 to 300 cm, above and below T, (63 K). At room
temperature (solid line), the reflectance displays a metallic
response; just above T, the weak upturn in the reflectance
indicates an unusual type of metallic behavior, but the mate-
rial is not an insulator (oq, g 0). Below T„the condensation
of the carriers into a zero-f'requency mode is clearly shown by
the plasma edge in the reflectance.
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tivity and subtract their contribution from the spectrum.
This is done by a least-squares fit by a Lorentzian profile
(except for the two high-frequency lines where an asym-
metric Fano-like [21] line shape was used), and the broad
phonon centered at 450 cm which we have not been
able to subtract out in an unambiguous way. The total
spectral weight from 250 to 650 cm i does not change
much with temperature despite the dramatic changes to
the phonons. Figure 2(b) shows the conductivity with all
the phonon lines except the one at 450 cm removed.
The spectrum of the oxygen-reduced sample is domi-

nated by a pseudogap extending from 30 cm, our low-
est measured frequency, to 200 cm at low temperature.
The inset in the diagram is the magnitude of the normal-
ized conductivity in the flat gap region as a function of
temperature plotted as open circles.
Added to the finite-frequency conductivity is the delta

function response of the superconducting condensate at
zero frequency. The area under this singularity can be
found in two ways: by plotting e~ as a function of u2,
[17] or by using a sum rule for the conductivity [22]. The
two methods yield the same spectral weight indicated by
the shaded area in Fig. 2(b). Expressed as a plasma fre-
quency through jo(u)eke = uz/8, the spectral weight
is 305 cm (Al, = 5.2 pm). Above the superconducting
transition, as the pseudogap deepens, the spectral weight
between 50 and 800 cm is decreasing in a roughly linear
fashion without a break at T,. In the superconducting
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higher-frequency regions of the spectrum.
The behavior of the fully doped sample with the

phonons subtracted is shown in I ig. 3. The major change
in the phonon structure in the fully doped sample com-
pared to the 2: = 0.70 sample is that the doublet centered
at =600 cm is replaced by a single, more symmetric
peak at 567 cm . The electronic continuum in the fully
doped sample shows no evidence of a pseudogap in the
normal state above the limit of our data at 100 cm
The conductivity is flat at room temperature and in-
creases slightly as the temperature is lowered, consistent
with the dc conductivity which also increases as the tem-
perature is lowered. There is a slight downturn of dc
conductivity just before the superconducting transition
in our sample.
In the superconducting state, in the fully oxygenated

sample, a gaplike depression of conductivity develops as
the temperature is lowered, However, both the frequency
and temperature dependence differ from BCS dirty-limit
behavior. There is no evidence for a true gap in the
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FIG. 2. The optical conductivity of YBa2Cu306. 7p
along the c axis from -25 to 800 cm ' obtained by a
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflectance with (a) the
phonons at 150, 192, 286, 317, 557, and 630 cm present and
(b) subtracted to yield the electronic background. Note that
the formation of a pseudogap is clearly visible well above T
(63 K). The shaded area represents the spectral weight of the
condensate (305 cm ) for T « T,. Inset: The conductivity
at 50 cm ' normalized with respect to the room tempera-
ture conductivity (open circles), compared to the normalized
Knight shift for Cu(2) (solid line) in YBa2Cu306 63 (after Ref.
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f�(t) = F� cos(!0t)

Single-frequency driving force toward β = x, y, z

1. Magnetic field gradient 
Medley et al., (MIT) PRL (2011); Jotzu et al., (ETH) PRL (2015) 

2. Optical Stern-Gerlach effect 
Taie et.al., (Kyoto) PRL (2010)

Time-dependent force coupled to spin density Sz
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YS, Tajima, & Uchino, arXiv:2103.02418

1. Spin current:
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f�(t) = F� cos(!0t)

2. Spin conductivity:

3. Driving force:

(Spin conservation)

order of one second, which is an extremely long time compared to the
trapping period (44ms). The underlying explanation for spin current
reversal and the slow relaxation can be found in the extremely short
mean free path and the high collision rate between opposite-spin
atoms at unitarity. According to the above estimate, the spin diffusivity
is approximately B/m, which for 6Li is (100mm)2 s21. The atom clouds
in the experiment have a length of the order of 100mm, and it takes
them of the order of a second to diffuse through each other. So we are
indeed observing quantum-limited spin diffusion. The initial bounces
will occur when themean free path of a spin-up atom in the spin-down
cloud is smaller than the spin-down cloud size, that is, when the
mixture is hydrodynamic. Instead of quickly diffusing into the spin-
down region, it is then more likely that the spin-up atom is scattered
back into the spin-up region, where it can propagate ballistically.
After long evolution times, the oscillations shown in Fig. 1 have been

damped out, and the displacement between the centres of mass is
much smaller than the widths of the clouds. The relaxation dynamics
can then be described by linear response theory, giving access to the
spin transport coefficients. The spin drag coefficient Csd is defined as
the rate of momentum transfer between opposite-spin atoms12,14, and
is therefore related to the collision rate. From the Boltzmann transport
equation, the relaxation of the displacement d near equilibrium follows
the differential equation22

C sd
_dzv2

zd~0

in the case of strongly overdamped motion realized here. Fitting an
exponential with decay time t to the displacement gives the spin drag
coefficient of the trapped systemasC sd~v2

zt. In thedeeply degenerate
regime, the relationship between the measured and the microscopic
spin drag coefficient might be affected by a weak enhancement of the
effective mass23 and the attractive interaction energy between the
clouds10,22,24.
The spindrag coefficient is found tobegreatest on resonance, and thus

spin conduction is slowest on resonance (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). On resonance, Csd in a homogeneous system must be given by a
function of the reduced temperature T/TF times the Fermi rate EF/B. At
high temperatures, we expect the spin drag coefficient to obey a universal
scaling C sd!nsv! EF

B T=TFð Þ{1=2. In Fig. 2 we show the spin drag
coefficient as a function of T/TF; Csd is normalized by EF/B, where EF
and TF are the local values at the centre of total mass. We observe T21/2

scaling for T/TF. 2, finding C sd~0:16 1ð Þ EFB T=TFð Þ{1=2. At lower
temperatures, we observe a crossover from classical to non-classical
behaviour as the spin drag coefficient reaches a maximum of approxi-
mately 0.1EF/B near the Fermi temperature.We interpret this saturation
of the spin drag coefficient as a consequence of Fermi statistics and
unitarity4,5, as s and v approach values determined by the Fermi wave-
vector kF. The spin drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the spin
conductivity, which describes the spin current response to an external
spin-dependent force. Near the Fermi temperature, the maximum spin
drag coefficient corresponds to a minimum spin conductivity of the
order of kF/B. This is the slowest spin conduction possible in three
dimensions in the absence of localization.
At low temperatures, the spin drag coefficient decreases with

decreasing temperature. Reduced spin drag at low temperatures is
expected in Fermi liquids owing to Pauli blocking11,18,22,24,25, and is also
expected in one-dimensional Fermi gases26. In the case of collective
density (rather than spin) excitations, it was shown that pairing cor-
relations enhance the effective collision rate dramatically as the tem-
perature is lowered6. The effect of pairing on the spin drag coefficient
maybe qualitatively different. In a simple picture, spin currents require
the flow of unpaired atoms, whereas collective density excitations
affect paired and unpaired atoms alike.
Comparing the relaxation rate to the gradient in spin density allows

us to also measure the spin diffusivityDs. At the centre of the trap, the
spin current density Js is given by the spin diffusion equation27
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Figure 1 | Observation of spin current reversal in a resonant collision
between two oppositely spin-polarized clouds of fermions. a, b, Total
column density (a) and the difference in column densities (b: red, spin up; blue,
spin down) during the first 20ms after the collision. The central column
densities here are typically 73 109 cm22. Strong repulsion is observed that
leads to a high-density interface. c, The centre of mass separation initially
oscillates at 1.63(2) times the axial trap frequency of 22.8Hz (see
Supplementary Information) before decaying exponentially at later times. The
initial atom number per spin state is 1.23 106, and the temperature 200ms
after the collision and later is 0.5TF, withTF the Fermi temperature at the centre
of each cloud.d, The trapping potentialV is harmonic along the symmetry axis.
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Figure 2 | Spin drag coefficient of a trapped Fermi gas with resonant
interactions. The spin drag coefficientCsd is normalized by the Fermi rateEF/B
at the trap centre, whereas the temperature is normalized by TF5EF/kB. We
find agreement between measurements taken at three different axial trapping
frequencies, 22.8Hz (red circles), 37.5Hz (blue triangles) and 11.2Hz (black
squares). The data for T/TF. 2 fit to a T21/2 law (solid line). Dashed line, a
power law fit for T/TF, 0.5 to show the trend. Each point is a mean from
typically three determinations ofCsd, each obtained from a time series of about
30 experimental runs and weighted according to the standard deviation from
fitting error and shot to shot fluctuations. Error bars, 61s.e.
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e.g. Experiment on spin diffusion (w/o         )
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f�(t)

(Ohm’s law in frequency space)

<latexit sha1_base64="J63eHYEIYQqWAujKMhKSYAD+ldg=">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</latexit>
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Measurement of
<latexit sha1_base64="dMhbi6kShDCo7U/9TZUWhnRMag8=">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</latexit>

�(S)
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<latexit sha1_base64="ywd/+dDRpO+4QRquk5zO6MSfihc=">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</latexit>
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Our works on optical spin conductivity in homogeneous gases

YS, Tajima, & Uchino, arXiv:2103.02418 
Tajima, YS, & Uchino, PRB (2022)

1. S=1/2 superfluid Fermi gas with spin gap 

2. 1D p-wave Fermi superfluid with topological phase transition  

3. Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid 

4. S=1 polar BEC with gapped or gapless spin modes
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YS, Tajima, & Uchino, arXiv:2103.02418

Spin-current response func.:

<latexit sha1_base64="2rFh1ashHMloiYEjvlJMv93SXts=">AAAGC3iclVTPaxNBFH6Nrtb6o6leCl6KoSIYwqwULEWk6MX2lG6NKXRD2N1O0yX7i9lNTLrEP0C8e/Ck6EFEDx7Fmwj+Ax76J4jHCl48+OZlbbNtk42zJPvm7fe9982beWMGjh1GjO1N5E6dVs6cnTw3df7CxUvT+ZnLj0K/JSxesXzHFxumEXLH9nglsiOHbwSCG67p8KrZvC+/V9tchLbvPYy6Aa+5RsOzt23LiNBVz8/qhhPsGEXd5JGh254ed4rd4q7eq+cLrMRozB031MQoQDLK/kzOBR22wAcLWuACBw8itB0wIMRnE1RgEKCvBjH6BFo2fefQgynkthDFEWGgt4n/DZxtJl4P5zJmSGwLszj4E8icg3n2nb1l++wbe8d+sD9DY8UUQ2rp4tvsc3lQn346u/47k+XiO4KdQ9ZIzRFswyJptVF7QB65CqvPb+8+319f0ubj6+wV+4n6X7I99gVX4LV/WW/WuPZihB4TtciKSYSHnsdUD5cUergDOtxElNwLyZAckVT4ZPQdQjs0bwzshyDFJzHuEkP8B6OJDMmR2mOc9egZrqmTwncy8UEKHwzgh2sSKY7IzLGawq+OlaOc4pQzc2gpvJaBj5PcW4iR/VUjjzxpHeq9f10SH6BiKCAuK2aD8HJNWXEHkePFNpHbohMzOvIhLh13eK016g79oFNFUkM+BneFsEe5K9RpyMXbUD169x03qrdK6kJJVdcWCsv3kotxEq7CNbiBC7gNy/AAj0AFkz+B1/AePijPlI/KJ+VzH5qbSDhXIDWUr38BSs9LJQ==</latexit>

↵,� 2 {x, y, z}

Enss & Haussmann PRL (2012)

<latexit sha1_base64="RJPq7LSA81nX/WnKYHEPv5IO00k=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tv9Dg5Sp6lTv6Cbsr3Ou14C7iJ4=">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</latexit>

!+ ⌘ ! + 0+

<latexit sha1_base64="WkeW76+mDz8X6zcBflUuLzVdwlE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="cpfA5TflU+YP/XIj8PQFON+dXps=">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</latexit>

(~ = kB = 1)

1. Kubo formula

Enss, Euro. Phys. J. Special Topics (2013)

Particle # in the sz channel:

2. f-sum rule
<latexit sha1_base64="FAQwtE/yTDW1/Dw+fJOYLtGMZ+k=">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</latexit>Z 1
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<latexit sha1_base64="4a2XB196uMLSxZJphKSuN1auQ54=">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</latexit>

Nsz

Magnetic quantum #:
<latexit sha1_base64="nc+gi5JPY1KbR2yflqBWU0GYo5A=">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</latexit>
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Superfluid Fermi gas 22/29

Randeria & Taylor (2014)

Eagles (1969); Leggett (1980)BCS-Leggett mean-field theory

maximum transfer is reduced and the measured line
shape is wider.

Both of these effects arise from the mean-field energy
due to strong interactions between j9=2;!9=2i and
j9=2;!5=2i atoms at the Feshbach resonance. The
mean-field energy produces a density-dependent fre-
quency shift given by

!! " 2 "h
m

n9#a59 ! a79$; (1)

where m is the atom mass, "h " h=2", n9 is the number
density of atoms in the mf " !9=2 state, and a59 (a79) is
the scattering length for collisions between atoms in the
mf " !9=2 and mf " !5=2 (mf " !7=2) states. Here
we have ignored a nonresonant interaction term propor-
tional to the population difference between the mf "
!7=2 and mf " !5=2 states; this term is 0 for a perfect
" pulse. For our spatially inhomogeneous trapped gas, the
density dependence broadens the line shape and lowers
the maximum transfer on both sides of the Feshbach
resonance peak. In contrast, the frequency shift for maxi-
mum transfer reflects the scattering length and changes
sign across the resonance.

We have measured the mean-field shift !! as a func-
tion of B near the Feshbach resonance peak. The rf
frequency for maximum transfer was obtained from
Lorentzian fits to spectra similar to those shown in
Fig. 2(b). The expected resonance frequency was then
subtracted to yield !!. The scattering length a59 was
obtained using Eq. (1) with n9 " 0:5np and a79 "
174a0 where a0 is the Bohr radius [8]. The peak density
of the trapped mf " !9=2 gas np was obtained from
Gaussian fits to absorption images. The numerical
factor 0.5 multiplying np was determined by modeling
the transfer with a pulse-width limited Lorentzian
integrated over a Gaussian density profile in the two radial
directions.

The measured scattering length as a function of B is
shown in Fig. 3. This plot, which combines data taken for
two different trap strengths and gas densities, shows that
we are able to realize both large positive and large nega-
tive values of a59 near the Feshbach resonance peak. The
solid line in Fig. 3 shows a fit to the expected form for a
Feshbach resonance a " abgf1! %w=#B! Bpk$&g. Data
within '0:5 G of the peak were excluded from the fit.
With abg " 174a0 we find that Bpk " 224:21' 0:05 G
and w " 9:7' 0:6 G.

When B is tuned very close to the Feshbach resonance
peak we expect the measured ja59j to have a maximum
value of (1=kF due to the unitarity limit. Here "hkF is the
Fermi momentum for the mf " !9=2 gas. This satura-
tion can be seen in the data shown in Fig. 3. Two points
that were taken within '0:5 G of the Feshbach resonance
peak, one on either side of the resonance, clearly lie away
from the fit curve. Observation of this saturation demon-
strates that we can access the strongly interacting regime
when a59kF is greater than 1. It is in this regime that

resonance superfluidity is predicted to occur. Using the fit
discussed above, we find that the unitarity-limited point
on the attractive interaction side of the resonance (higher
B) corresponds to a gas that actually has a59kF ) 11.

Anisotropic expansion has been put forth as a possible
signature of superfluidity [23] and has recently been
observed in a 6Li Fermi gas [24]. However, a normal
gas in the hydrodynamic regime, where the collision
rate is large compared to the trap oscillator frequencies,
is expected to exhibit the same anisotropy in expansion
[23,25]. In this case, collisions during the expansion
transfer kinetic energy from the elongated axial cloud
dimension into the radial direction. A large magnitude
scattering length, such as is required for resonance super-
fluidity, enhances the collision rate in the gas and could
cause the normal gas to approach the hydrodynamic
regime.

We have utilized our ability to tune a59 with the mag-
netic-field Feshbach resonance to investigate these ef-
fects. After evaporatively cooling atoms in a 45=55
mixture of the mf " !9=2 and mf " !7=2 spin states,
the optical trap power was recompressed to !r " 1230 Hz
and B was ramped to the desired value near the reso-
nance. We then transferred atoms from the mf " !7=2
state to the mf " !5=2 state with a 29 #s rf " pulse [26].
Expansion was initiated by turning off the optical trap-
ping beam with an acousto-optic modulator 0.3 ms after
the rf pulse. The magnetic field remained high for 5 ms of
expansion and a resonant absorption image was taken
after a total expansion time of 20 ms.

We find that the ratio of the axial and transverse widths
of the expanded cloud, $z=$y, decreases at the peak of
the Feshbach resonance (Fig. 4). This effect depends on
having strong interactions during the expansion; we do
not see any change in $z=$y if the magnetic field, and
consequently the resonant interactions, are switched
off at the same time as the optical trap. The aniso-
tropic expansion is seen on both sides of the peak of the
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FIG. 3. Scattering length versus magnetic field near the
Feshbach resonance peak. The scattering length a59 was ob-
tained from measurements of the mean-field energy taken for
T=TF " 0:4 and two different densities: np " 1:8* 1014 cm!3

(circles) and np " 5:8* 1013 cm!3 (squares). We estimate a
systematic uncertainty in a59 of '50% due to uncertainty in
our measurement of the trapped gas density.
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<latexit sha1_base64="5kBTuWO5YDrgq8vyuPLIhgl1hLI=">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</latexit>

µ ! �Emolecule/2
<latexit sha1_base64="DPe5kI9bPKMGlA4UNfGcdcvVxuY=">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</latexit>µ ' ✏F

Strength of attraction
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YS, Tajima, & Uchino, arXiv:2103.02418

1. Spin is insulated for small ω

μ > 0 [(kFa)-1= -1,0] → coherence peak
μ < 0 [(kFa)-1= 1]     → decay

2. Behaviors for ω → 2Egap + 0

ω/2ω/2
ω/2

ω/2

<latexit sha1_base64="kT1/iCUMOX5akmokqWxfNA8QBm8=">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</latexit>

Re�(S)
xx (!) /

X

k

k2x�(|!|� 2Ek,F)

(kFa)-1= -1,0 (kFa)-1= 1

Ek,F

0

Egap

<latexit sha1_base64="J8kG72sjmfwvb4VYsBEkMJ7k/Yc=">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</latexit>"k
<latexit sha1_base64="4i7EkUaOOiZXvIolYSciitL2+QI=">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</latexit>µ

Ek,F

0

Egap

<latexit sha1_base64="J8kG72sjmfwvb4VYsBEkMJ7k/Yc=">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</latexit>"k
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BdG Hamiltonian

P-wave Feshbach resonance in the ↑-↓ channel:

<latexit sha1_base64="kPT/V1MbYNGPfIV1Cw8UZUIo1qg=">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</latexit>

H =
X

k,�

⇠kc
†
k,�ck,� + V,

<latexit sha1_base64="N52QypMN+LgSfGmIh0fm/sUYx5A=">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</latexit>

V = �U
X

k,k0,q

kk0c†k+q/2,"c
†
�k+q/2,#c�k0+q/2,#ck0+q/2,"

<latexit sha1_base64="/t4wM4HwMP8sFpvoCvE1pGrwfPU=">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</latexit>

⇠k = k2/(2m)� µ

Fermi atoms in quasi 1D
Tajima, YS, & Uchino, PRB (2022)

<latexit sha1_base64="bjPz8I9Hvt49qtb2yW0PN6eNSuM=">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</latexit>

HMF =
X

k

 †
kHBdG(k) k

<latexit sha1_base64="sWJqqB/0Z/wXFIOG3sFyRDY7snA=">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</latexit>

 k =

✓
ck,"
c†�k,#

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="wZh246XS+7/s697jSm9BYZrbv4k=">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</latexit>

HBdG(k) = � ·R(k) = ��x�(k) + �z⇠k,

Class BDI with winding #

<latexit sha1_base64="FwhQcFzYaChcPQaFftUAm/I1u9k=">AAAFpXiclVTLbtNAFL0NGEp5NIUFSGwqokIqpGiCKqhKqSrIgi6Q2rRJK9VRZDvTYPnZsZ2mWP0BfoAFK0AsEPAVbPgBFv0ExLJIbFhw58a0cdvEMJbtO9fnHJ+589B92wxCxvZHcmfOKufOj14Yu3jp8pXx/MTVeuBFwuA1w7M9saFrAbdNl9dCM7T5hi+45ug2X9etJ/L7eoeLwPTctXDX5w1Ha7vmlmloIaaa+etqhduhVrSmH1kVdXs70lrFygKbbuYLrMSoTZ4MyklQgKQtexO5h6BCCzwwIAIHOLgQYmyDBgFem1AGBj7mGhBjTmBk0ncOezCG3AhRHBEaZi18trG3mWRd7EvNgNgG/sXGWyBzEqbYN/aBHbCv7CP7zn4P1IpJQ3rZxbfe43K/Of7yxuqvTJaD7xCeH7GGeg5hC2bJq4nefcrIURg9fufFq4PVuepUfJu9ZT/Q/xu2z77gCNzOT+P9Cq++HuJHRy+yYhLhYmaH6uGQQxdnQIW7iJJzIRmSI5IKn46eJ7RN/XbffAhyfBpjgRjiPxgWMiRHeo+xt0fXYE8shWeZ+G4K383E+ym834cfPAaR4oiMf8SJVgsxcu03KCNXQZf2xd8VHB+iYiggLkuzTXjpMUu3H/lv2jpyI5rN4cpHuLTu4NpVaeWqh7tIUA2rpJHFXSLsce4S7QLk4klVPn4unQzq90rl+6WZlZnC4uPkzBqFm3ALiuj/ASzCU1iGGu3Pd/AJPit3lGfKmlLvQXMjCecapJrS/ANjMDK3</latexit>

�(k) = kD (D > 0)

der and interactions on the Z2 topological insulator have been
less well studied in the 3D case than in the 2D case, there are
known to exist gapless surface modes in the topologically
nontrivial 3D phase which are robust against arbitrary strong
disorder as long as the latter does not alter the bulk topologi-
cal properties, in analogy to the quantum spin Hall effect
!QSHE" in two dimensions.12,21,24–27 These delocalized sur-
face states, whose Fermi surface encloses an odd number of
Dirac points, form a two-dimensional “Z2 topological
metal.”12,27,28

Recently, a series of experiments have been performed on
certain candidate materials for Z2 topological insulators. For
example, the QSH effect has been observed in HgTe/
!Hg,Cd"Te semiconductor quantum wells.29–33 Moreover, a
3D Z2 topological phase has been predicted for strained
HgTe and for bismuth-antimony alloys.12,33,34 Indeed, photo-
emission experiments on the latter system have revealed an
odd number of Dirac points inside the Fermi surface on the
!111" surface, thereby providing !indirect" evidence for the
existence of a nontrivial topological phase in three spatial
dimensions.12,35

In this paper we provide an exhaustive classification of
topological insulators and superconductors. Our classifica-
tion is for noninteracting systems of fermions. However,
since there is a gap, our results also apply to interacting
systems as long as the strength of the interactions is suffi-
ciently small as compared to the gap. As the majority of
previous works studied two-dimensional topological phases,

we shall be mostly concerned with the classification of 3D
systems, and only briefly comment on one- and two-
dimensional topological insulators in Sec. VIII. In the same
spirit as in the treatments of Z2 topological insulators, we
impose several discrete symmetries on a family of quantum
ground states. We then ask if different quantum states can be
transmuted into each other, without crossing a quantum
phase transition, by a continuous deformation respecting the
discrete symmetries.

If we are to include spatially inhomogeneous deforma-
tions of quantum states, such as those arising, e.g., from the
presence of random impurity potentials, the natural discrete
symmetries we should think of would be those considered in
the context of disordered systems.36 It is at this stage that we
realize that the existence of the classification of random
Hamiltonians, familiar from the theory of random matrices,
will become very useful for this purpose.

Specifically, following Zirnbauer37 and Altland and
Zirnbauer38 !AZ", all possible symmetry classes of random
matrices, which can be interpreted as Hamiltonians of some
noninteracting fermionic system, can be systematically enu-
merated: there are ten symmetry classes in total. !For a sum-
mary, see Table I." The basic idea as to why there are pre-
cisely ten is easy to understand. Roughly, the only generic
symmetries relevant for any system are TRS and charge con-
jugation or particle-hole symmetry !PHS". Both can be rep-
resented by antiunitary operators on the Hilbert space on
which the single-particle Hamiltonian !a matrix" acts, and

TABLE I. Ten symmetry classes of single-particle Hamiltonians classified in terms of the presence or
absence of time-reversal symmetry !TRS" and particle-hole symmetry !PHS", as well as “sublattice” !or
“chiral”" symmetry !SLS" !Refs. 37 and 38". In the table, the absence of symmetries is denoted by “0.” The
presence of these symmetries is denoted by either “+1” or “−1,” depending on whether the !antiunitary"
operator implementing the symmetry at the level of the single-particle Hamiltonian squares to “+1” or “−1”
!see text". #The index !1 equals "c in Eq. !1b"; here #c= +1 and −1 for TRS and PHS, respectively.$ For the
first six entries of the table !which can be realized in nonsuperconducting systems", TRS= +1 when the SU!2"
spin is an integer #called TRS !even" in the text$ and TRS=−1 when it is a half-integer #called TRS !odd" in
the text$. For the last four entries, the superconductor “Bogoliubov–de Gennes” !BdG" symmetry classes D,
C, DIII, and CI, the Hamiltonian preserves SU!2" spin-1/2 rotation symmetry when PHS=−1 #called PHS
!singlet" in the text$, while it does not preserve SU!2" when PHS= +1 #called PHS !triplet" in the text$. The
last three columns list all topologically non-trivial quantum ground states as a function of symmetry class and
spatial dimension. The symbols Z and Z2 indicate whether the space of quantum ground states is partitioned
into topological sectors labeled by an integer or a Z2 quantity, respectively.

TRS PHS SLS d=1 d=2 d=3

Standard A !unitary" 0 0 0 - Z -
!Wigner-Dyson" AI !orthogonal" +1 0 0 - - -

AII !symplectic" −1 0 0 - Z2 Z2

Chiral AIII !chiral unitary" 0 0 1 Z - Z
!sublattice" BDI !chiral orthogonal" +1 +1 1 Z - -

CII !chiral symplectic" −1 −1 1 Z - Z2

BdG D 0 +1 0 Z2 Z -
C 0 −1 0 - Z -

DIII −1 +1 1 Z2 Z2 Z
CI +1 −1 1 - - Z

SCHNYDER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 78, 195125 !2008"
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Schnyder, Ryu, Furusaki & Ludwig, PRB (2008)
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One-dimensional systems with spin-charge separation
Described by 4 parameters vc, vs, Kc, Ks
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Fig. 3. Spin-charge separation. Peaks of measured Bragg
spectra for charge (red triangles) and spin (blue circles) con-
figurations for a ranging from 0 to 500 a0. Peak frequency
values determined via fits of a parabolic function to the data-
points above 50% of the maximum measured value, and error
bars are statistical standard errors of the relevant fit parame-
ters. The corresponding speed of sound vp = !p/q is given by
the right axis. The upper horizontal axis gives the interaction
strength in terms of the Lieb-Liniger parameter �⇤, evaluated
at the center of a tube with occupancy 30 atoms. Lines show
the calculated values for !p for the charge- and the spin-mode
(dash-dotted red and dashed blue, respectively). Symbols for
a = 0 and 100 a0 have been slightly displaced from one an-
other for clarity. Non-monotonicity in the charge-mode data
and theory at low interaction is due to small residual di↵er-
ences in the number profiles prepared at di↵erent interaction
strengths. Non-monotonicity in the spin-mode theory is likely
due to neglecting the e↵ects of band curvature, a q

3 correc-
tion.

to model the increase in the out-coupled width for the spin-
mode by calculating the spread in velocities implied by the
finite spin-boson lifetime due to back-scattering [27].

Having harnessed the tunability of interactions available
in the cold-atom setting, we reveal the role of interactions
in spin-charge separation for the first time, by tuning be-
tween a spin-charge separated regime and one where there is
no separation. Further, the selectivity of the Bragg process
in exciting either the CDW or the SDW allows us to pro-
vide the clearest demonstration of the division of the TLL
Hamiltonian into distinct spin and charge sectors. Bragg
spectroscopy may be used to probe the ultracold-atom TLL
beyond the demonstration of spin-charge separation contained
in this work. Measurements with variable q can be conducted
to further study the NLL and to benchmark novel calculations
which include e↵ects of band curvature and spin-charge cou-
pling [34, 36, 37]. Additionally, at elevated temperatures and
interactions, a spin-incoherent Luttinger liquid is expected,
which supports a propagating charge-mode but not a spin-
mode [38, 39]. Spin-imbalanced mixtures and attractive in-
teractions are also of interest and are accessible via this tech-
nique [40]. Experiments with shallower lattices will allow for
the study of dimensionality e↵ects due to tunneling between
tubes [5]. It is increasingly clear that the oft-admired math-
ematical elegance of 1D many-body physics is well comple-
mented by the purity and tunability of ultracold atoms.

Fig. 4. Dispersion of spin and charge density waves.
1/e2 axial width of outcoupled atoms following a Bragg pulse
and 150 µs time-of-flight for (A) charge (dc, red triangles) and
(B) spin (ds, blue circles) excitations, with a ranging from 0
to 500 a0. The widths are the Gaussian fits to the postive
outcoupled signal at !p. Error bars are standard errors de-
termined by bootstrapping for at least 20 independent images
[30]. The horizontal axis gives the Lieb-Liniger parameter �⇤

calculated for a median tube occupancy of 30 atoms [27]. The
blue dashed line shows an estimation for ds derived from the
finite lifetime of the spin bosons. (C-F) Representative sam-
ples of column-density (⇢c) images of the atom cloud after the
Bragg pulse and time-of-flight. (C) Charge mode with a = 0
and (D) a = 500 a0. (E,F) Spin mode with a = 0 and a =
500 a0, respectively. Each frame corresponds to 40 µm x 65
µm.
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Ks can be experimentally determined by spin conductivity at low frequency

These CORs reveal a coexistence of liquid and gaslike
states; for more details see Ref. [44].
Exact low-lying excitations and dynamic structure

factor.—Solving the TBA equations (2) and (3), we obtain
precisely the low-lying excitations in both spin and charge.
As shown in Fig. 3, the excitations in the two sectors are
separated from each other. The charge particle and hole
excitations at low energy are given exactly by

ωðqÞ ¼ vcjqj$
ℏq2

2m% þ ' ' ' ð9Þ

with ½m=ðm%Þ) ¼ f½ϵc″ðk0Þ)=f2½2πρcðk0Þ)2gg − f½πρc0ðk0Þ
ϵc0ðk0Þ)=½2πρcðk0Þ)3g, where m% is the effective mass,
taking the form m% ≈m½1þ ð4 ln 2=γÞ) as γ ≫ 1 [41].
For small q, the charge excitation can be well captured
by the leading order in Eq. (9), while the second term is
irrelevant. The charge DSF in a 1D repulsive Fermi gas has
been recently measured [24,48] using the technique of
Bragg spectroscopy [49,50], where the key feature of free
Fermi liquid was observed in the DSF and the speed of
sound in the charge sector was measured. The charge
DSF of a free homogeneous Fermi gas is already known to
be [51]

Sðq;ωÞ ¼ Imχðq;ω; kF; T; NÞ
πð1 − e−βℏωÞ

: ð10Þ

Based on the charge excitation spectrum (9), the interaction
only modifies the effective mass with the Fermi point kF
replaced by kc ¼ m%vc=ℏ [24]. As a consequence, it will
move the resonance position from ω ¼ vFq to ω ≈ vcq in
the excitation spectrum. Here we observe that for T → 0,
DSF Sðq;ωÞ ≠ 0 only for ω− ≤ ω ≤ ωþ, where ω$ ¼
vcjqj$ ðℏq2=2m%Þ captures the dispersion (9). Taking
the setting for a gas of spin-balanced 6Li with particle
number N ¼ 60, several different values of inter-
action strength at temperature T ¼ 120 nk, tube length
L ¼ 20 μm, and q ¼ 1.47 μm−1 ≈ 0.15kF [24,48], we
demonstrate in Fig. 4(a) the Bragg spectrum as a function
of Bragg frequency. The peak frequency of the DSF
signal is plotted in Fig. 4(b) as a function of γ, from which
we can read off the peak velocity defined as the ratio of
peak frequency and q. As Fig. 4(b) demonstrates, this peak
velocity is solely determined by the charge sound velocity,
whereas the effective mass affects the width of the
DSF. Our results on charge velocity and its dependence
of the interaction strength are consistent with the
experimental measurement and analysis reported in
Ref. [24]. A more detailed study will be presented in the
near future [44].

FIG. 3. Exact low energy excitation spectra in charge (yellow
green) and spin (dark green) at γ ¼ c=n ¼ 5.03ðas ¼ 700a0Þ
with the Fermi surface kF ¼ nπ, density n ¼ N=L ¼
3 × 106ð1=mÞ, ΔE ¼ ℏω. The yellow green shows the par-
ticle-hole continuum excitation. The black solid lines indicate
the thresholds of particle-hole excitation which remarkably
manifest the free fermion-like dispersion (9) with an effective
mass m% ≈ 1.27m at low energy. The black dashed line in the
charge excitation stands for the charge velocity vc. The dark green
shows the two-spinon excitation, where the black dashed lines
stand for the spin velocities vs near ΔK ¼ 0 and ℏkF, respec-
tively. The two red dashed lines indicates the positions of
excitation momenta in charge and spin sectors for Fig. 4.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 4. Normalized charge and spin DSFs of a homogeneous
Fermi gas with parameters corresponding to these of
Ref. [24]: length L ¼ 20 μm, particle numbers N ¼ 60, tempera-
ture T ¼ 120 nk, and various interaction strengths
as ¼ 400a0, 500a0, 600a0, 700a0. Here as is the 3D scattering
length, which is related to the 1D interaction strength by c ¼
−2ℏ2=ma1D with a1D ¼ ð−a2⊥=2asÞ½1 − Cðas=a⊥Þ) [52]. In con-
verting to dimensional quantities, we have assumed the atoms are
6Li with transverse harmonic confinement ω⊥ ¼ ð2πÞ198 kHz.
(a) Normalized charge DSF [Eq. (10)] vs Bragg frequency ω=2π
at q ¼ 1.47 μm−1. (b) The empty circles denote the peak
frequency of each spectrum vs γ. The corresponding peak charge
velocity ω=q is given by the right axis. The dashed line is the
charge sound velocity obtained from TBA. (c) Normalized spin
DSF [Eq. (11)] vs Bragg frequency ω=2π at δk ¼ 1.47 μm−1.
(d) The empty circles denote the peak frequency of each spectrum
vs γ. The corresponding peak spin velocity ω=δk is given by the
right axis. Stars are spin sound velocity obtain from the TBA.
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complete control of the experimentalist. For example, 
the geometry of the trapping potentials can be changed 
by interfering laser beams under a di! erent angle, thus 
making even more complex lattice con" gurations19, 
such as Kagomé lattices20. # e depth of such optical 
potentials can even be varied dynamically during 
an experimental sequence by simply increasing or 
decreasing the intensity of the laser light, thus turning 
experimental investigations of the time dynamics of 
fundmental phase transitions into a reality.

Each periodic potential formed by a single 
standing wave has the form

Vlat(x) = V0sin2(kLx),

where kL = 2π/λL is the wave vector of the laser 
light used to form the optical standing wave and V0 
represents the lattice potential depth, usually given 
in units of the recoil energy ER = h _ 2kL

2/2m (m being 
the mass of a single neutral atom), which is a natural 
energy scale for neutral atoms in periodic light " elds. 
Note that by choosing to interfere two laser beams 
at an angle less than 180°, one can form periodic 
potentials with a larger period.

# e motion of a single particle in such periodic 
potentials is described in terms of Bloch waves 
with crystal momentum q. However, an additional 
harmonic con" nement arises due to the gaussian 
pro" le of the laser beams (see Fig. 2). Although this 
harmonic con" nement is usually weak (typically 
around 10–200 Hz oscillation frequencies) 
compared with the con" nement of the atoms on 
each lattice site (typically around 10–40 kHz), it 
generally leads to an inhomogeneous environment 
for the trapped atoms. One must be careful, 
therefore, when comparing experimental results 
derived for a homogeneous periodic potential case 
to the ones obtained under the inhomogeneous 
trapping conditions as described.

Owing to the large degree of control over the 
optical lattice parameters, a number of detection 
techniques have become available to directly measure 
the band populations present in the periodic potential. 
A good example of such a measurement technique 
is the mapping of a Bloch state in the nth energy 
band with crystal momentum q onto a free-particle 
momentum in the nth Brillouin zone (see Fig. 3). # is 
can be achieved by adiabatically lowering the lattice 
potential depth, such that the crystal momentum 
of the excitation is preserved during ramp-down. 
# en, the crystal momentum is eventually mapped 
onto a free-particle momentum in the corresponding 
Brillouin zone21,22 (see Fig. 3). For instance, for an 
equal statistical mixture of Bloch states in the lowest 
energy band, one expects a homogeneously " lled 
momentum distribution of the atom cloud within 
the " rst Brillouin zone (a square in momentum space 
with width 2h _ kL). # e atom cloud for such an input 
state should then expand like a square box a$ er the 
adiabatic lowering of the optical lattice potential, 
which has indeed been observed experimently22–24. 
Occupation of higher energy bands becomes visible 
as higher Brillouin zones are populated, and the atom 
cloud expands in a stair-case density distribution a$ er 
adiabatic turn-o! 23 (see Fig. 3e).

a

b

Figure 1 Optical lattice potentials formed by superimposing two or three orthogonal standing waves. 
a, For a 2D optical lattice, the atoms are confi ned to an array of tightly confi ning 1D potential tubes. 
b, In the 3D case, the optical lattice can be approximated by a 3D simple cubic array of tightly 
confi ning harmonic oscillator potentials at each lattice site.

V d
ip

V d
ip

x

a

b

Figure 2 Optical lattice potentials. a, The standing-wave interference pattern creates a periodic 
potential in which the atoms move by tunnel coupling between the individual wells. b, The gaussian 
beam profi le of the lasers, a residual harmonic trapping potential, leads to a weak harmonic confi nement 
superimposed over the periodic potential. Thus the overall trapping confi guration is inhomogeneous.
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1. Elusive in solid-state systems 
2. Powerful probe for quantum many-body states  

BCS-BEC crossover, Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid(TLL), Spinor BEC,… 

3. Widely applicable probe for clean systems
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Optical (AC) spin conductivity 
Measurable in cold-atom experiments 

Significance of YS, Tajima, & Uchino, accepted by PRResearch (2022) 
Tajima, YS, & Uchino, PRB (2022)

Future perspective: Pseudogap of the unitary Fermi gas ?
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Ultracold atoms
Very pure & highly controllable atomic gases 

31/29

From Schauss Group, University of Virginia (https://ultracold.phys.virginia.edu/public_html/)

n = 1013 ̶1015 cm-3, T = 10-6 ̶10-8 K  (μK̶nK)

(cf. O2 in a room:  n = 1019 cm-3, T = 103 K)

Coldest in the Universe !!

https://ultracold.phys.virginia.edu/public_html/
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1. Spin diffusivity 2. DC spin conductivity

4. Quantized conductance3. Optical (AC) conductivity

From images of the central four planes [see Figs. 1(b),1(c)],
we determine projections of a site-granulated center-of-mass
position operator R̂α¼x;y ¼ N−1P

i;srα;in̂i;s, where n̂i;s is the
number operator for an atom of spin s on lattice site i located
at rα;i. hR̂αðtÞi is fit toAα cos½ωtd − ϕα% [see Fig. 1(d)],where
ω is the drive frequency (typically 2π × 10–200 Hz) and Aα
andϕα are fit parameters. The steady-state bulk current is then
hĴαðωÞi ¼ NdhR̂αðωÞi=dt. As shown in Fig. 1(e), remaining
in the linear-response regime restricts hR̂αi to the micron
scale, emphasizing the need for high-resolution measure-
ment. In complex notation, the global conductivity σαβðωÞ
can be determined through the equivalent of Ohm’s law [22],

hĴαðωÞi ¼
X

β

σαβðωÞFβðωÞ: ð1Þ

In terms of fit variables and drive strength, σαβðωÞ ¼
−iNωAαðωÞ exp½iϕαðωÞ%=FβðωÞ. We write the conductivity
in dimensionless form σ=σ0, where σ0 ≡ Na2L=ℏ sets the
scale of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [35].
Figure 2(a) shows an example of on-diagonal conduc-

tivity, σxx. We observe both a peak in Re σxx and a zero
crossing in Im σxx at finite frequency, in contrast to the dc
peak expected in a conventional metal with Drude-like
response. This can be understood as a capacitive effect of
the harmonic trap, which shifts the peak response to its
oscillation frequency, renormalized by the effective mass of
particles in the lattice [9].

Figure 2(b) shows that in the same conditions, σxy − σyx
is a smaller and noisy signal. When integrated using a sum
rule for off-diagonal conductivity [36], we find a cyclotron
frequency of 2π × ð0& 2Þ Hz. This is expected, since no
gauge field is applied here, however the method could be
used to explore the finite-frequency anomalous conduc-
tivity of systems with broken time-reversal symmetry
[37–40]. In the remainder of this Letter, we report only
on-diagonal response.
In a pure harmonic trap, Re σxx is a measurement-time-

limited peak at the bare trap frequency [41] [see Fig. 2(c)],
but the addition of a lattice broadens the response by
enabling current dissipation [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)]. The Kubo
relation [42,43] gives σðωÞ as the Fourier transform of the
retarded current-current correlation function, and thus a
finite current lifetime τ broadens the ac conductivity spectra
by τ−1. The damping of the current is seen through the
diminished quality of the resonance, similar to cavity-
perturbation techniques employed in microwave spectros-
copy of conductors [44,45]. In the absence of phonons,
defects, and impurities, collisions between the fermions are
responsible for dissipation of current. However, low-energy
collisions in the parabolic sector of the dispersion relation
ϵðkÞ do not contribute, since velocity and quasimomenta
are proportional, as in free space [22,41,46–48]. The full
band structure breaks Galilean invariance at higher quasi-
momenta, and enables collisional current dissipation [49].
The broadening of the global response includes not

only irreversible decoherence due to collisions, but also
dephasing due to the nonparabolic dispersion relation.
To deconvolve these two effects, we developed an effective
model based on linear response theory using the exact
eigenmode structure of the single-band confined-lattice
Hamiltonian [50–52], ĤCL ¼ Ĥ0 þ ĤP. In this model, a
tight-binding (TB) kinetic energy Ĥ0 ¼ −t
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FIG. 1. Measurement. (a) Atoms in a 3D optical lattice are
driven by periodic displacement of one or both trapping beams
(XDT). (b),(c) In situ images are taken after various drive times td
and the center of mass is extracted. (d) The displacement of the
center of mass is fit to a single-frequency response (solid line)
typically across two periods in trap displacement (dashed line).
Data is for a 40 Hz drive and V ¼ 2ER lattice. (e) The response
amplitude Ax is shown versus drive dx in typical conditions and at
several ω. The linear response limit is found for Ax ≲ 1 μm, as
seen by comparison to the lines fit at low Ax.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 2. Conductivity spectra. (a) Real and imaginary on-
diagonal conductivity, and (b) difference in real off-diagonal
conductivities, versus drive frequency. Here, V ¼ 2.5ER, with
background as. Lines show fits to Eq. (2). (c) For V ¼ 0, a
Fourier-limited response is observed, with mSxx=N ¼ 1.01ð8Þ
and Γ ¼ 18ð1Þ s−1. (d),(e),(f) For increasing V, the response
broadens and spectral weight (shaded) decreases. By V ¼ 4ER,
mSxx=N ¼ 0.37ð2Þ, and Γ ¼ 370ð140Þ s−1. The upwards shift in
frequency is due to increased confinement from the lattice beams.
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Js~{Ds
L n:{n;
! "

Lz
where n"(#) is the density of spin-up (spin-down) atoms. We calculate
Js using the trap-averaged velocity as Js~ 1

2 n:zn;
! "

_d, where the
densities are evaluated at the centre of total mass.
We find that the spin diffusivity is at a minimumwhen interactions

are resonant (see Supplementary Information). The increase in spin
diffusivity for positive scattering lengtha, aswell as the decrease in spin
drag, argues against the existence of a ferromagnetic state in repulsive
Fermi gases, for which diffusion should stop entirely9,11. Figure 3
reports the measured spin diffusivity as a function of temperature at
unitarity. In the high-temperature limit on resonance, one expects
Ds / v/ns / T3/2. At high temperatures, we indeed find this temper-
ature dependence, with a fit giving Ds~5:8 2ð Þ B

m T=TFð Þ3=2 for
T/TF. 2. In the degenerate regime, the spin diffusivity is seen to attain
a limiting value of 6.3(3)B/m.
When comparing these results to theoretical calculations, it is

important to account for the inhomogeneous density distributions
and velocity profiles. For a homogeneous system on resonance, and
at high temperatures compared to the Fermi temperature, we predict
Ds~1:11 B

m T=TFð Þ3=2 and C sd~0:90 EF
B T=TFð Þ{1=2 (see Supplemen-

tary Information). The measured spin drag coefficient is smaller by a
factor of 0.90/0.16(1)5 5.6(4) while the spin diffusivity is larger by
about the same factor, 5.8(2)/1.115 5.3(2), compared to a homogen-
eous system at the density of the centre of total mass. These factors
reflect the inhomogeneity of the system and agree with an estimate
from the Boltzmann transport equation (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). The emergence of a superfluid core at our lowest tempera-
tures will further modify the ratio of trap-averaged to local transport
coefficients.
Finally, the measured transport coefficients give for the first time

access to the temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility, xs(T),

in strongly interacting Fermi gases. Defined as xs~
L n:{n;
! "

L m:{m;
! " , the

spin susceptibility describes the spin response to an infinitesimal effec-
tive magnetic field or chemical potential difference m"2m# applied to
the gas, and is a crucial quantity that can discriminate between differ-
ent states of matter10. In a magnetic field gradient, particles with
opposite spin are forced apart at a rate determined by the spin con-
ductivity ss, while diffusion acts to recombine them. The balance
between the processes of diffusion and conduction therefore deter-
mines the resulting magnetization gradient, a connection expressed

in the Einstein relation11 xs5ss/Ds. Assuming the standard rela-
tion11,14 ss5 n/(mCsd),

xs~
1

mdv2
z

L n:{n;
! "

Lz

where
L n:{n;ð Þ

Lz is evaluated near the trap centre. The inhomogeneous
trapping potential does not affect the measurement of xs in the hydro-
dynamic limit at high temperatures (see Supplementary Information).
Close to the transition to superfluidity, interaction effects may modify
the relation between ss and Csd.
Figure 4 reports our findings for the spin susceptibility at unitarity, as

a function of the dimensionless temperature T/TF. At high tempera-
tures, we observe the Curie law xs5n/(kBT), where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. In this classical regimeof uncorrelated spins, the susceptibility
equals the (normalized) compressibility of the gas n2k5 hn/hm that
we also directly obtain from our profiles. At degenerate tempera-
tures, the measured spin susceptibility becomes smaller than the nor-
malized compressibility. This is expected for a Fermi liquid, where

xs~
3n
2EF

1
1zFa

0
and k~

3
2nEF

1
1zFs

0
with Landau parameters Fs

0 and

Fa
0 describing the density (s) and spin (a) response

10. The spin suscepti-
bility is expected to strongly decrease at sufficiently low temperatures in
the superfluid phase, as pairs will form that will not break in the pres-
ence of an infinitesimal magnetic field. It is currently debated whether
the strongly interacting Fermi gas above the superfluid transition tem-
perature is a Fermi liquid23 or a state with an excitation gap (pseudo-
gap)28,29. The opening of a gap in the excitation spectrum would be
revealed as a downturn of the spin susceptibility below a certain tem-
perature. Such a downturn is not observed in xs down to T/TF< 0.2,
and therefore our spin susceptibility data agree down to this point with
the expected behaviour for a Fermi liquid.
In conclusion, we have studied spin transport in strongly interacting

Fermi gases. The spin diffusivity was found to attain a limiting value of
about 6.3B/m, establishing the quantum limit of diffusion for strongly
interacting Fermi gases. Away from resonance, the diffusivity increases.
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Figure 3 | Spin diffusivity of a trapped Fermi gas. Shown is the spin
diffusivity on resonance (Ds, normalized by B/m; filled circles) as a function of
the dimensionless temperature T/TF. At high temperatures, Ds obeys the
universal T 3/2 behaviour (solid line). At low temperatures, Ds approaches a
constant value of 6.3(3)B/m for temperatures below about 0.5TF, establishing
the quantum limit of spin diffusion for strongly interacting Fermi gases. Error
bars, 61s.e.
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Figure 4 | Spin susceptibility on resonance. a, Spin susceptibility (xs, open
red circles) and isothermal compressibility (k, filled blue circles), normalized by
the values for an ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature. For temperatures below
TF, xs becomes suppressed relative to k, owing to interactions between
opposite-spin atoms. Dashed line, xs of a non-interacting Fermi gas for
comparison. b, Red circles, xs divided by the value of n2k obtained from the
same clouds. At temperatures above TF, the ratio of xs to n

2k approaches unity
(dashed line). Error bars, 61s.e.
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response (44). By comparing themeasured values of
cwith calculations from the numerical linked-
cluster expansion (NLCE) technique (48), we can
determine the entropy per particle S/kBN (where
kB is theBoltzmann constant).We find an entropy
per particle of S/kBN = 1.1 (±0.1), a regime where
NLCE is expected to converge at half-filling over
the range of t/U explored here (23, 49, 50).
The equilibrated samples with a spin density

gradient provide the starting point for subsequent
measurements. Because the initial spin density
gradient is small, it acts as a small perturbation
to the untilted scenario, ensuring that we are
probing properties of the homogeneous system
in linear response. After the sample has been
prepared at a fixed value of t/U, the magnetic
gradient is suddenly switched off. Following this
quench, the systembegins to relax back to equilib-
rium, where hŜz; ji ¼ 0 everywhere. Figure 2, A
to F, shows the decay of the spin density gradient
after the quench for t/U = 0.23 (±0.01). This
relaxation implies that a spin current JS must be
present. To obtain JS from the measured spin
profiles, we define the spin density imbalance,
I (t), at time t after the quench as

IðtÞ ¼
X

L

hŜ z; jðtÞi$
X

R

hŜ z; jðtÞi ð2Þ

where
P

L,R denotes summation over the left and
right halves of the box. Using the continuity
equation for the spin density, one can relate I(t)
to the spin current JS at the center of the box
( j = 0) via JS(t) = –(a/2)(d/dt)I(t)|t, where a is
the lattice spacing.
Figure 2G shows I (t) measured for several

values of t/U. For all values of t/U explored, I (t)
decays to zero. We have verified that the effects
of lattice heating during this decay are negligible
relative to the experimental uncertainty in the
measurement (44). I (t) is then fitted to an ex-
ponential curve, and the spin current JS is ob-
tained through the time derivative of the fit. To
connect JS with the spin transport coefficients,
we first examine the dependence of JS on the
spin density gradient at the center of the box,
∇hŜz; j¼0i. By extracting both quantities for a fixed
t/U at various times t, we have access to the
dependence of JS on∇hŜz; j¼0iover a large range
of values (Fig. 2H). We find that to within ex-
perimental error, JS is linearly proportional to
∇hŜz; j¼0i. This implies that the spin dynamics are
diffusive, so that JS ¼ DS∇hŜz; j¼0i, where DS is
the spin diffusion coefficient. The diffusive nature
of the dynamics is also independently probed by a
measurement of the power-law dependence of
the decay time of I(t), at a fixed value of t/U,
on the system size L (44).
Figure 3 shows the measured spin diffusion

coefficient DS of the half-filled, homogeneous
Hubbard model as a function of t/U, in units
of the quantum scale for mass diffusion D0 =
ħ/m, where m = ħ2/ta2 is the effective mass in
the tight-binding limit. For all data in the strongly
interacting regime (t/U ≤ 0.125), the spin diffusion
coefficient lies below the scale of quantum-limited
mass diffusion D0. In this range, the dependence

Nichols et al., Science 363, 383–387 (2019) 25 January 2019 3 of 5

Fig. 3. Spin diffusion coefficient of the half-filled Fermi-Hubbard system versus t/U.The
experimentallymeasured spin diffusion coefficient ħDS/ta

2 ≡DS/D0 at half-filling (black circles) versus the
Hubbard parameters t/U, and a linear fit to data points with t/U<0.09 (black dot-dashed line).The vertical
error bars represent the 1s statistical error in the measurement; the horizontal error bars represent the
1s statistical error in the calibrated value of t/U. The blue solid line represents isentropic results for
DS/D0 obtained from NLCE calculations of the real-time spin current-current correlation function for the
Hubbard model (44), with an entropy per particle of 1.1kB.With a finite temporal cutoff of ~ħ/t for the
real-time correlation functions, theNLCE theory is expected to provide a lower bound to the true diffusivity.
For comparison, a prediction for the spin diffusion coefficient of the 2D Heisenberg model at high
temperatures, kBT >> Jex, where T is the temperature, is shown (dashed red line) (8, 51, 52).
Inset: A close-up view of the spin diffusion coefficient at half-filling for t/U < 0.09, where it
is expected to scale approximately linearly with t2/U.

Fig. 4. Spin conductivity of the half-filled Fermi-Hubbard system versus t/U.The measured spin
conductivity at half-filling from the initial spin current in an applied magnetic gradient (red squares)
and from the measured spin diffusion coefficient using the Einstein relation sS = DSc (black circles).
A linear fit to data points with t/U < 0.09 is represented by the black dot-dashed line. The vertical
error bars represent the 1s statistical uncertainty of the measurements; the horizontal error bars
represent the 1s statistical error in the calibrated value of t/U. The data have been corrected for finite
detection fidelity associated with the imaging process of the two spin states (44). The blue solid
line is the result obtained for ħsS at constant entropy using an NLCE calculation of the real-time spin
current-current correlation function for the Hubbard model, with an entropy per particle of 1.1kB (44).
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1. AC spin transport 33/29

Hot topic in spintronics 
Multilayer systems are considered 

Bulk transport property             is elusive !!

Ferromagnetic resonance in Multilayer systems
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0.02%, as shown in Fig. 3(c), corresponds to a moment of
2.5 × 10−3μB=Mn. The dc Mn moment due to the spin
current should be ∼tanðθNiÞ×2.5×10−3μB¼6.5×10−5μB,
similar to the transient magnetic moment of 3 × 10−5μB
reported in Ref. [24]. Note that this is only an estimate since
the relation between magnetic moment and XMCD magni-
tude depends in detail on the electronic structure of the
material.
We rule out electron spin resonance (ESR) [53] from the

Cu75Mn25 layer. At f¼4GHz, ESR occurs atH ≈ 1300 Oe;
thus, we do not expect any detectable Mn ESR signal at the
Py FMR field of H ≈ 230 Oe. We proved the absence of
ESR at the Py resonance field by performing time-resolved
XMCD measurements on the Pyð12 nmÞ=MgOð3.0 nmÞ=
Cu75Mn25ð2.0 nmÞ sample. The insulating MgO layer
blocks the spin current from the Py layer in the
Cu75Mn25 layer. While the Py exhibits the expected FMR
spin precession [Fig. 4(a)], no Mn AC XMCD signal is
detected in the Cu75Mn25 layer at a sensitivity of 0.01%
[Fig. 4(b)]. The total power absorption indicates the pres-
ence of a broad ESRpeak [Fig. 4(c)] with contributions from

all conducting elements in the sample (e.g., the Coplanar
Waveguide and Cu). However, no detectable Mn ac XMCD
signal was found at H ¼ 1300 Oe. Therefore, the Mn
precession in Fig. 3 cannot be attributed to ESR or dipolar
coupling between Py and Mn, but rather to the FMR of Py,
which drives theMn precession in phasewith the Py (ac spin
current across the Cu layer).
From the pump-probe XMCD measurement, we also

determined the relative phase of the Py, Cu75Mn25, and Co
magnetic moment precession at the Py FMR resonance
field. Figure 3(c) shows that the Cu75Mn25 magnetic
moment has identical phase to the Py magnetic moment.
In fact the identical phase of the Mn and Py precessions is
an important property of the ac spin current in Eq. (1) (i.e.,
the pumped magnetic current is in phase with the pumping
FMR magnetic moment) [51]. In contrast, the Co magnetic
moment precession has an obviously different phase to the
Py magnetic moment precession. This is a clear indication
that the Co magnetic moment precession cannot be
explained by direct exchange coupling of the Py and Co
layer through pin holes, etc. Then an interesting question is
the following: why is there a phase difference between the
spin current and the Co spin precession?
We systematically measured the Py and Co precessions

at different magnetic fields [Fig. 5(a)] from which the Py
and Co amplitude [Fig. 5(b)] and phase [Fig. 5(c)] were
extracted by fitting of the XMCD signal to a sine wave.
Note that the amplitudes are normalized in Fig. 5(a) for
clarity. The extracted component of the Py amplitude
projected onto the y axis, i.e., perpendicular to the applied
field, exhibits a Lorentzian-shaped FMR peak at the same
resonance field of Hres ¼ 235 Oe as in Py=Cu=Cu75Mn25=
Cu [Fig. 2(a)]. However, the linewidth of ΔH1=2 ¼ 95 Oe

FIG. 4. For the Py=MgO=Cu75Mn25 sample, (a) Ni spin
precession at the Py resonance field. (b) Absence of Mn XMCD
indicates the absence of the Mn spin precession at the Py
resonance field. (c) Total power absorption showing a broad
ESR peak atH ¼ 1300 Oe in addition to the sharp Py FMR peak.
The ESR arises from all conduction electrons in the sample.
(d) The absence of Mn AC XMCD at H ¼ 1300 Oe shows that
the ESR does not contribute to the Mn ac XMCD signal.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic drawing of the magnetic moment
precession in each layer due to the pure spin current pumped
by the Py FMR. Note the inverted cone of precession for the Mn
moment as described by Eq. (1). (b) Spin precession within the
Py, Cu75Mn25, and Co layers revealed by ac XMCD measure-
ments using LCP (red dots) and RCP (green dots) x rays at the Ni,
Mn, and Co edges, respectively. The absence of any oscillations
below the Mn L3 edge energy (purple solid dots) confirms the
absence of any artifacts in the measurement. (c) The relative
magnitude and phase of the Py, Cu75Mn25, and Co spin
precession. The Cu75Mn25 spin precession is a direct indicator
of the ac spin current.
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Optical mass conductivity for cold atoms

From images of the central four planes [see Figs. 1(b),1(c)],
we determine projections of a site-granulated center-of-mass
position operator R̂α¼x;y ¼ N−1P

i;srα;in̂i;s, where n̂i;s is the
number operator for an atom of spin s on lattice site i located
at rα;i. hR̂αðtÞi is fit toAα cos½ωtd − ϕα% [see Fig. 1(d)],where
ω is the drive frequency (typically 2π × 10–200 Hz) and Aα
andϕα are fit parameters. The steady-state bulk current is then
hĴαðωÞi ¼ NdhR̂αðωÞi=dt. As shown in Fig. 1(e), remaining
in the linear-response regime restricts hR̂αi to the micron
scale, emphasizing the need for high-resolution measure-
ment. In complex notation, the global conductivity σαβðωÞ
can be determined through the equivalent of Ohm’s law [22],

hĴαðωÞi ¼
X

β

σαβðωÞFβðωÞ: ð1Þ

In terms of fit variables and drive strength, σαβðωÞ ¼
−iNωAαðωÞ exp½iϕαðωÞ%=FβðωÞ. We write the conductivity
in dimensionless form σ=σ0, where σ0 ≡ Na2L=ℏ sets the
scale of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [35].
Figure 2(a) shows an example of on-diagonal conduc-

tivity, σxx. We observe both a peak in Re σxx and a zero
crossing in Im σxx at finite frequency, in contrast to the dc
peak expected in a conventional metal with Drude-like
response. This can be understood as a capacitive effect of
the harmonic trap, which shifts the peak response to its
oscillation frequency, renormalized by the effective mass of
particles in the lattice [9].

Figure 2(b) shows that in the same conditions, σxy − σyx
is a smaller and noisy signal. When integrated using a sum
rule for off-diagonal conductivity [36], we find a cyclotron
frequency of 2π × ð0& 2Þ Hz. This is expected, since no
gauge field is applied here, however the method could be
used to explore the finite-frequency anomalous conduc-
tivity of systems with broken time-reversal symmetry
[37–40]. In the remainder of this Letter, we report only
on-diagonal response.
In a pure harmonic trap, Re σxx is a measurement-time-

limited peak at the bare trap frequency [41] [see Fig. 2(c)],
but the addition of a lattice broadens the response by
enabling current dissipation [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)]. The Kubo
relation [42,43] gives σðωÞ as the Fourier transform of the
retarded current-current correlation function, and thus a
finite current lifetime τ broadens the ac conductivity spectra
by τ−1. The damping of the current is seen through the
diminished quality of the resonance, similar to cavity-
perturbation techniques employed in microwave spectros-
copy of conductors [44,45]. In the absence of phonons,
defects, and impurities, collisions between the fermions are
responsible for dissipation of current. However, low-energy
collisions in the parabolic sector of the dispersion relation
ϵðkÞ do not contribute, since velocity and quasimomenta
are proportional, as in free space [22,41,46–48]. The full
band structure breaks Galilean invariance at higher quasi-
momenta, and enables collisional current dissipation [49].
The broadening of the global response includes not

only irreversible decoherence due to collisions, but also
dephasing due to the nonparabolic dispersion relation.
To deconvolve these two effects, we developed an effective
model based on linear response theory using the exact
eigenmode structure of the single-band confined-lattice
Hamiltonian [50–52], ĤCL ¼ Ĥ0 þ ĤP. In this model, a
tight-binding (TB) kinetic energy Ĥ0 ¼ −t
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FIG. 1. Measurement. (a) Atoms in a 3D optical lattice are
driven by periodic displacement of one or both trapping beams
(XDT). (b),(c) In situ images are taken after various drive times td
and the center of mass is extracted. (d) The displacement of the
center of mass is fit to a single-frequency response (solid line)
typically across two periods in trap displacement (dashed line).
Data is for a 40 Hz drive and V ¼ 2ER lattice. (e) The response
amplitude Ax is shown versus drive dx in typical conditions and at
several ω. The linear response limit is found for Ax ≲ 1 μm, as
seen by comparison to the lines fit at low Ax.
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FIG. 2. Conductivity spectra. (a) Real and imaginary on-
diagonal conductivity, and (b) difference in real off-diagonal
conductivities, versus drive frequency. Here, V ¼ 2.5ER, with
background as. Lines show fits to Eq. (2). (c) For V ¼ 0, a
Fourier-limited response is observed, with mSxx=N ¼ 1.01ð8Þ
and Γ ¼ 18ð1Þ s−1. (d),(e),(f) For increasing V, the response
broadens and spectral weight (shaded) decreases. By V ¼ 4ER,
mSxx=N ¼ 0.37ð2Þ, and Γ ¼ 370ð140Þ s−1. The upwards shift in
frequency is due to increased confinement from the lattice beams.
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From images of the central four planes [see Figs. 1(b),1(c)],
we determine projections of a site-granulated center-of-mass
position operator R̂α¼x;y ¼ N−1P

i;srα;in̂i;s, where n̂i;s is the
number operator for an atom of spin s on lattice site i located
at rα;i. hR̂αðtÞi is fit toAα cos½ωtd − ϕα% [see Fig. 1(d)],where
ω is the drive frequency (typically 2π × 10–200 Hz) and Aα
andϕα are fit parameters. The steady-state bulk current is then
hĴαðωÞi ¼ NdhR̂αðωÞi=dt. As shown in Fig. 1(e), remaining
in the linear-response regime restricts hR̂αi to the micron
scale, emphasizing the need for high-resolution measure-
ment. In complex notation, the global conductivity σαβðωÞ
can be determined through the equivalent of Ohm’s law [22],

hĴαðωÞi ¼
X

β

σαβðωÞFβðωÞ: ð1Þ

In terms of fit variables and drive strength, σαβðωÞ ¼
−iNωAαðωÞ exp½iϕαðωÞ%=FβðωÞ. We write the conductivity
in dimensionless form σ=σ0, where σ0 ≡ Na2L=ℏ sets the
scale of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [35].
Figure 2(a) shows an example of on-diagonal conduc-

tivity, σxx. We observe both a peak in Re σxx and a zero
crossing in Im σxx at finite frequency, in contrast to the dc
peak expected in a conventional metal with Drude-like
response. This can be understood as a capacitive effect of
the harmonic trap, which shifts the peak response to its
oscillation frequency, renormalized by the effective mass of
particles in the lattice [9].

Figure 2(b) shows that in the same conditions, σxy − σyx
is a smaller and noisy signal. When integrated using a sum
rule for off-diagonal conductivity [36], we find a cyclotron
frequency of 2π × ð0& 2Þ Hz. This is expected, since no
gauge field is applied here, however the method could be
used to explore the finite-frequency anomalous conduc-
tivity of systems with broken time-reversal symmetry
[37–40]. In the remainder of this Letter, we report only
on-diagonal response.
In a pure harmonic trap, Re σxx is a measurement-time-

limited peak at the bare trap frequency [41] [see Fig. 2(c)],
but the addition of a lattice broadens the response by
enabling current dissipation [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)]. The Kubo
relation [42,43] gives σðωÞ as the Fourier transform of the
retarded current-current correlation function, and thus a
finite current lifetime τ broadens the ac conductivity spectra
by τ−1. The damping of the current is seen through the
diminished quality of the resonance, similar to cavity-
perturbation techniques employed in microwave spectros-
copy of conductors [44,45]. In the absence of phonons,
defects, and impurities, collisions between the fermions are
responsible for dissipation of current. However, low-energy
collisions in the parabolic sector of the dispersion relation
ϵðkÞ do not contribute, since velocity and quasimomenta
are proportional, as in free space [22,41,46–48]. The full
band structure breaks Galilean invariance at higher quasi-
momenta, and enables collisional current dissipation [49].
The broadening of the global response includes not

only irreversible decoherence due to collisions, but also
dephasing due to the nonparabolic dispersion relation.
To deconvolve these two effects, we developed an effective
model based on linear response theory using the exact
eigenmode structure of the single-band confined-lattice
Hamiltonian [50–52], ĤCL ¼ Ĥ0 þ ĤP. In this model, a
tight-binding (TB) kinetic energy Ĥ0 ¼ −t
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FIG. 1. Measurement. (a) Atoms in a 3D optical lattice are
driven by periodic displacement of one or both trapping beams
(XDT). (b),(c) In situ images are taken after various drive times td
and the center of mass is extracted. (d) The displacement of the
center of mass is fit to a single-frequency response (solid line)
typically across two periods in trap displacement (dashed line).
Data is for a 40 Hz drive and V ¼ 2ER lattice. (e) The response
amplitude Ax is shown versus drive dx in typical conditions and at
several ω. The linear response limit is found for Ax ≲ 1 μm, as
seen by comparison to the lines fit at low Ax.
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FIG. 2. Conductivity spectra. (a) Real and imaginary on-
diagonal conductivity, and (b) difference in real off-diagonal
conductivities, versus drive frequency. Here, V ¼ 2.5ER, with
background as. Lines show fits to Eq. (2). (c) For V ¼ 0, a
Fourier-limited response is observed, with mSxx=N ¼ 1.01ð8Þ
and Γ ¼ 18ð1Þ s−1. (d),(e),(f) For increasing V, the response
broadens and spectral weight (shaded) decreases. By V ¼ 4ER,
mSxx=N ¼ 0.37ð2Þ, and Γ ¼ 370ð140Þ s−1. The upwards shift in
frequency is due to increased confinement from the lattice beams.
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Generalized Kohn’s theorem: 
Strong constraint on mass conductivity of clean gases 

Spin conductivity is never constrained and  
works as probes w/o lattice

Homogeneous Harmonically trapped On lattice

Kohn (1961); Brey et al. (1989); Li et al. (1991)

Mass 
conductivity

Sensitive to 
quantum states
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How to extract spin conductivity 36/29

YS, Tajima, & Uchino, arXiv:2103.02418

1. Spin current:
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2. Spin conductivity:

3. Driving force:

(Spin conservation)

order of one second, which is an extremely long time compared to the
trapping period (44ms). The underlying explanation for spin current
reversal and the slow relaxation can be found in the extremely short
mean free path and the high collision rate between opposite-spin
atoms at unitarity. According to the above estimate, the spin diffusivity
is approximately B/m, which for 6Li is (100mm)2 s21. The atom clouds
in the experiment have a length of the order of 100mm, and it takes
them of the order of a second to diffuse through each other. So we are
indeed observing quantum-limited spin diffusion. The initial bounces
will occur when themean free path of a spin-up atom in the spin-down
cloud is smaller than the spin-down cloud size, that is, when the
mixture is hydrodynamic. Instead of quickly diffusing into the spin-
down region, it is then more likely that the spin-up atom is scattered
back into the spin-up region, where it can propagate ballistically.
After long evolution times, the oscillations shown in Fig. 1 have been

damped out, and the displacement between the centres of mass is
much smaller than the widths of the clouds. The relaxation dynamics
can then be described by linear response theory, giving access to the
spin transport coefficients. The spin drag coefficient Csd is defined as
the rate of momentum transfer between opposite-spin atoms12,14, and
is therefore related to the collision rate. From the Boltzmann transport
equation, the relaxation of the displacement d near equilibrium follows
the differential equation22

C sd
_dzv2

zd~0

in the case of strongly overdamped motion realized here. Fitting an
exponential with decay time t to the displacement gives the spin drag
coefficient of the trapped systemasC sd~v2

zt. In thedeeply degenerate
regime, the relationship between the measured and the microscopic
spin drag coefficient might be affected by a weak enhancement of the
effective mass23 and the attractive interaction energy between the
clouds10,22,24.
The spindrag coefficient is found tobegreatest on resonance, and thus

spin conduction is slowest on resonance (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). On resonance, Csd in a homogeneous system must be given by a
function of the reduced temperature T/TF times the Fermi rate EF/B. At
high temperatures, we expect the spin drag coefficient to obey a universal
scaling C sd!nsv! EF

B T=TFð Þ{1=2. In Fig. 2 we show the spin drag
coefficient as a function of T/TF; Csd is normalized by EF/B, where EF
and TF are the local values at the centre of total mass. We observe T21/2

scaling for T/TF. 2, finding C sd~0:16 1ð Þ EFB T=TFð Þ{1=2. At lower
temperatures, we observe a crossover from classical to non-classical
behaviour as the spin drag coefficient reaches a maximum of approxi-
mately 0.1EF/B near the Fermi temperature.We interpret this saturation
of the spin drag coefficient as a consequence of Fermi statistics and
unitarity4,5, as s and v approach values determined by the Fermi wave-
vector kF. The spin drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the spin
conductivity, which describes the spin current response to an external
spin-dependent force. Near the Fermi temperature, the maximum spin
drag coefficient corresponds to a minimum spin conductivity of the
order of kF/B. This is the slowest spin conduction possible in three
dimensions in the absence of localization.
At low temperatures, the spin drag coefficient decreases with

decreasing temperature. Reduced spin drag at low temperatures is
expected in Fermi liquids owing to Pauli blocking11,18,22,24,25, and is also
expected in one-dimensional Fermi gases26. In the case of collective
density (rather than spin) excitations, it was shown that pairing cor-
relations enhance the effective collision rate dramatically as the tem-
perature is lowered6. The effect of pairing on the spin drag coefficient
maybe qualitatively different. In a simple picture, spin currents require
the flow of unpaired atoms, whereas collective density excitations
affect paired and unpaired atoms alike.
Comparing the relaxation rate to the gradient in spin density allows

us to also measure the spin diffusivityDs. At the centre of the trap, the
spin current density Js is given by the spin diffusion equation27
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Figure 1 | Observation of spin current reversal in a resonant collision
between two oppositely spin-polarized clouds of fermions. a, b, Total
column density (a) and the difference in column densities (b: red, spin up; blue,
spin down) during the first 20ms after the collision. The central column
densities here are typically 73 109 cm22. Strong repulsion is observed that
leads to a high-density interface. c, The centre of mass separation initially
oscillates at 1.63(2) times the axial trap frequency of 22.8Hz (see
Supplementary Information) before decaying exponentially at later times. The
initial atom number per spin state is 1.23 106, and the temperature 200ms
after the collision and later is 0.5TF, withTF the Fermi temperature at the centre
of each cloud.d, The trapping potentialV is harmonic along the symmetry axis.
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Figure 2 | Spin drag coefficient of a trapped Fermi gas with resonant
interactions. The spin drag coefficientCsd is normalized by the Fermi rateEF/B
at the trap centre, whereas the temperature is normalized by TF5EF/kB. We
find agreement between measurements taken at three different axial trapping
frequencies, 22.8Hz (red circles), 37.5Hz (blue triangles) and 11.2Hz (black
squares). The data for T/TF. 2 fit to a T21/2 law (solid line). Dashed line, a
power law fit for T/TF, 0.5 to show the trend. Each point is a mean from
typically three determinations ofCsd, each obtained from a time series of about
30 experimental runs and weighted according to the standard deviation from
fitting error and shot to shot fluctuations. Error bars, 61s.e.
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